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Executive Summary
Task 4.6 represents the last phase of testing with end-users which was performed in the users’ home
environment under everyday conditions. The field trials were conducted in Poland (SSW), Romania (CITST)
and Slovenia (MKS) and the user involvement has well exceeded the initial target of 40 users. The current
deliverable is presenting the selection and preparation of the trials as well as the subsequent trials and
results.
All modules of the NITICS platform have been tested during the trials. These include: health monitoring,
alerts and reminders, home monitoring and automation, fall detection and indoor localization. The health
monitoring, alerts and reminders trials were conducted in Poland, Romania and Slovenia during several
consecutive rounds as summarized in the table below.
health/alerts/reminders
field trials

Poland

Romania

Slovenia

initial trial with
number of users

15.12.2014 – 15.1.2015

15.1. – 15.2.2015

16.2. – 2.3.2015

2 end-users

2 end-users

4 end-users

1-2 wks trial with large
number of users

1.2. – 15.4.2015

20.1. – 10.4.2015

2.3. – 30.3.2015

14 end-users

16 end-users

17 end-users

Final trial over extended
period

-

15.10. – 15.11.2015

20.10. – 20.11.2015

2 users over 1 month

1 end-user over 1 month

small

The home monitoring trials were performed in Romania and in Slovenia by CITST and MKS.
home monitoring field trials

Romania

Slovenia

Single trial
countries

10.11. – 23.11.2015

10.10.2015 – 10.11.2015

2 primary and 1 secondary user

primary and secondary users as
well as MKS staff

period

in

two

The fall detection trials were performed in Poland by SSW in collaboration with WUT who was mainly
responsible for the development of the NITICS fall detection module. Laboratory tests were performed during
May-June 2015 while field trials in real living premises took place in October 2015. Indoor localization was
tested first in laboratory tests during May-June 2015 while field trials in real living (3 flats) premises took
place in October 2015. The modules were fully developed during the NITICS project.
Overall, the feedback of primary and secondary users as well as their acceptability of the NITICS platform is
high. As expected, several technical aspects need to be further improved towards achieving a fully stable
and robust function of the full platform. In addition, more functionalities need to be implemented on the
interface side to fully exploit the underlying capabilities of the platform and to address some of the users’
wishes and concerns. These include also automated data analysis and capabilities as well as user-platform
interaction.
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Abbreviations and definitions
NITICS

Networked InfrasTructure for Innovative home Care Solutions

primary user

elderly user, also denoted as caretaker

secondary user

caregiver (formal or informal)

MEMS

Micro Electro-Mechanical Systems

NCS

NITICS Core Subsystem

UWB

Ultra-Wide Band
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1 Introduction
Task 4.6 represents the last phase of testing with end-users which was performed in the users’ home
environment under everyday conditions. The field trials were conducted in Poland (SSW), Romania (CITST)
and Slovenia (MKS) and the user involvement has well exceeded the initial target of 40 users.
The health monitoring, alerts and reminders trials were conducted in several consecutive rounds as
follows: 1) a two weeks trial with a fewer number of users which were selected based on slightly different
criteria (see section 4); 2) a 1-2 weeks and optionally longer trial involving 41 primary users and 10
secondary users (see sections 5-10); 3) final field trials involving 1-2 users for approximately 1 month (see
section 11). After each trial the platform was tuned according to the input of the users. The field trials have
resulted in multiple feedback for the technical NITICS teams to fine tune the NITICS platform in WP3 and for
the business development plan in WP6.
The reminder and alerts trials were conducted in connection with the other field trials since this
module/service is not a standalone service but rather a supporting service for the other modules. Results are
reported in sections 4, 8, 9, and 10.
The participant selection (see section 2) for health monitoring, alerts and reminders followed the same
criteria described in WP2.1 with some additional constrains for the initial two weeks trial performed for a
coarse tuning of the platform. The general setup of the trials is described in section 3. The initial two weeks
trial of the health monitoring in Poland, Romania and Slovenia is described in section 4 while the actual trials
are described in the sections 5-7. The final trials in which users were involvement over a minimum period of
one month are described in section 11.
The table below is summarizing the health monitoring, alerts and reminders trials performed in each country
and the corresponding time interval.
health/alerts/reminders
field trials

Poland

Romania

Slovenia

initial trial with
number of users

15.12.2014 – 15.1.2015

15.1. – 15.2.2015

16.2. – 2.3.2015

2 end-users

2 end-users

4 end-users

1-2 wks trial with large
number of users

1.2. – 15.4.2015

20.1. – 10.4.2015

2.3. – 30.3.2015

14 end-users

16 end-users

17 end-users

Final trial over extended
period

-

15.10. – 15.11.2015

20.10. – 20.11.2015

2 users over 1 month

1 end-user over 1 month

small

The home monitoring trials were performed in Romania and in Slovenia by CITST and MKS, respectively.
These are reported in section 12.
home monitoring field trials

Romania

Slovenia

Single trial period in two countries

10.11. – 23.11.2015

10.10.2015 – 10.11.2015

2 primary and 1 secondary user

primary and secondary users as
well as MKS staff

The fall detection trials (see section 13) were performed in Poland by SSW in collaboration with WUT who
was mainly responsible for the development of the NITICS fall detection module. Laboratory tests were
performed during May-June 2015 while field trials in real living premises took place in October 2015.
© NITICS consortium, all rights reserved
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The fall detection module can be used either as a module of the NITICS platform or as stand alone. The
trials were performed first under laboratory conditions with the aid of a manikin and then the reliability of the
module and fall detection algorithm was tested in two user premises. The fall detection module has proven to
be reliable in standard indoor conditions. It did not trigger false alerts during every day elderly person activity
even over long term monitoring. Its reliability is influenced by radio coverage and by the efficiency of fall
detection algorithm.
Indoor localization (see section 14). Laboratory tests were performed during May-June 2015 while field
trials in real living (3 flats) premises took place in October 2015. The module was fully developed during the
NITICS project. From the elderly person point of view the system usage is not difficult. It requires only
switching on the tag and attaching the tag to the belt or to the wrist strap. Generally during tests the elderly
persons accepted the need for wearing the tag. It was mainly dictated by curiosity and willingness to help in
investigations. However we are afraid that longer system usage can decrease level of acceptance.
Attachment of the tag to clothes or shoes can solve this problem.

2 Participant selection criteria
The selection of the participants was done by each end-user organization through its own channels, as
described in sections presenting the field trials by country. Similar inclusion and exclusion criteria as in
WP2.1 were considered also for the selection of the participants for the field trials:
•

Gender: male or female;

•

Age: 60+ and Work status: retired or disabled;

•

Country: Poland, Romania and Slovenia;

•

Number of flatmates: max 2;

•

IT skills: in general not applicable. However, IT skill were desirable in the beginning of the trials (the
two weeks initial trials described in section 4), before reaching the fine tuning phase of the platform;

•

Place of living: not applicable;

•

Education level: not applicable except for the two weeks trial described in section 4 where elderly
who were more knowledgeable about computers/tablets/smartphones were the targeted users. For
further testing and fine tuning of the interface this was not anymore a requirement;

•

Health condition: was not an inclusion or exclusion criterion, however, the following primary users
were targeted by all end-user organizations: 1) elderly with chronic condition which require regular
monitoring; 2) elderly with no major risk of a life-treating health condition.

3 General considerations on the field trials
The aim was to test for one-two weeks and up to one month the health monitoring and reminder/alerts
modules which included:
•

building an agenda for the primary user;

•

memo to the primary users to measure one or more health related parameters;

•

performing the measurements;

•

automatic recording;

•

transmission and storage of the health parameters in the NITICS platform;

•

visualization of the recorded data by the primary user or his caregiver (secondary user);

•

plotting of data history;

© NITICS consortium, all rights reserved
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•

automatic alert messages in case of exceeded health parameters.

The use case scenarios which were tested are described in D4.4 and the testing protocols in D4.5.
Importantly to note is the fact that reminder and alerts are not stand-alone modules per se but are associated
with the health monitoring module and also with other modules of the NITICS platform. Reminder and alerts
can be tested in connection with other modules and to some extend also separately.
Practical aspects
•

An initial two weeks trial as described in section 4 was performed in order to identify and
subsequently correct major problems of the health and reminder modules. The result of the this trial
was assessed by informal discussions between end-user organizations and field trial participants.
The feedback from the end-users was recorded in writing or audio depending on the participant
agreement.

•

Field trials of 1 - 2 weeks and up to one month, depending on the availability and requests of the
users, were performed in order to further fine tune the modules and to elicit end-users satisfaction
and acceptance.

•

Health monitoring devices used during the trials were:

•

o

SSW has divided their 1 set of devices among several users depending on their health
condition and requirements. In this way, they have tested several end-user at the same
time. The devices included in the full set are: blood pressure meter, glucometer, oxymeter,
thermometer, weigh scale.

o

CITST has tested with 2-4 primary users simultaneously with the following devices: blood
pressure meter, glucometer, oxymeter, thermometer, weigh scale. OBS: devices could not
be shared between users in the same household and needed to be marked for clear
individual use.

o

MKS has uses a blood pressure meter and an oxymeter for the field trials

Internet connection was available at the test premises. An Android tablet or phone was used as
gateway.

Performing the trials
•

•

Caregivers (secondary end-user) and/or end-user organization representatives have:
o

obtain written consensus of the end-users for the participation in the field trial and internal
usage of their data (see Annex 1);

o

instruct the users on the exit strategy of NITICS;

o

prepare together with the end-users an agenda for the measurements;

o

input the measurements dates and time to the NITICS interface agenda such that
corresponding reminders will be issued for each measurement;

o

instruct the elderly on the usage of the: devices, interface usage and on performing the
measurements in the proximity of the android gateway;

o

check regularly on the elderly to see how they manage;

o

check the NITICS for accumulated data according to the agenda;

o

contact the end-user organization or technical partners in case of problems hindering the
field-trials;

o

made a record of all appearing problems.

Elderly (primary end-users) have participated in the field trials in the following way:

© NITICS consortium, all rights reserved
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o

performed the measurements according to the instructions appearing on the dashboard
and/or email as notification events;

o

kept a written record of their measurements in parallel with the automated saved data for the
first 3 days of the trial such that the caregiver can check the reliability of the system;

o

write down any problem that appeared;

o

contacted the end-user organization in case of malfunctioning of the service or any other
problem related to it.

Assessment of the field trials
•

End-user organizations perform a structured interview based on the questionnaire in Annex 2;

•

End-user organizations perform an unstructured interview in which the end-user can express freely
his/her satisfaction and dissatisfaction with the service. The user’s opinions were recorded in written
form or audio depending on the agreement of the end-users;

•

Caregiver report on the positive points, problems and recommendations.

Exit strategy
The users were informed that those who want to continue using the system (after the trials) while will be
offered considerable discounts in case they wanted to purchase personal licenses for their individual home
use. Also, the users expressing an interest in continuing using the platform until a commercial version is
available will be able to do so at no service costs if they can cover the costs of the devices which are of
interest to them. In case that they cannot cover this costs, individual strategies will be sought for each users.

4 Initial two weeks trial for health monitoring and reminders
An initial two weeks trial was setup in all three participating countries with the goal of identifying and then
rectifying problems of the health monitoring and reminder module when used in real-life settings. For this
purpose, the primary users considered for the selection in the trials were elderly having a background or
knowledge in IT, no major health issues and no high risks of developing an acute condition. The age limit
was also acceptable to be slightly below 60+ if the person was retired and interested to use the NITICS
platform. The number of targeted users was at least two for each of the countries. The trials were performed
under close supervision and with the involvement of the end-user organizations representatives.

4.1 Trial in Poland
There were two end-users involved (1 caretaker age 66 and 1 caregiver age 38) as well as 1 SSW member
as supervisor. The trial showed that the platform supporting monitoring of the health parameters was
accepted in a very positive way by both caretaker and caregiver. Both were curious and wanted to test the
NITICS platform. During the field trials several technical difficulties were encountered (see below) of which
the critical ones were immediately fixed by the technical team and the subjective ones were marked to be
discussed internally by the consortium in a general meeting held in March in Paris, France. The general
attitude after the initial trial was still positive but the feedback received was univocal – the application on the
tablet should be more user-friendly in both design (e.g. larger icons and writing) and usage.
Comments/wishes/complaints of the users (primary and secondary) during the initial trial:
•

Every user needed constant assistance with the app usage even after a week trial;

•

The app is too complicated for the senior users. The users suggest it is rather for caregivers and
medical staff;

•

Most symbols and all writing are too small for the senior users;

•

The app for mobile devices is available only in English;
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•

Reminders arrive without a signal - users don't remember to check the tablet so if they don't receive
the email (with the blip or other signal) on time they don't use the platform and the app;

•

The short signal from the email upon receiving a reminder is in most cases not enough to alert the
users. Consequently, the users performed the measurements independent on the alerts and based
on a schedule agreed beforehand. Unplanned alerts were not taken into account;

•

The users would like to have some information showing their values to be normal or outside normal.
This is done for example on the screen of the blood pressure device;

•

Mean values of systolic and diastolic are of little relevance, rather show the difference;

•

Alert to the caregiver should show from which caretaker the alert is coming.

Errors that occurred during trials
•

When the user tries to log in the app closes;

•

The app doesn't respond when the user tries to refresh;

•

If the device sends 2 or more measurements to the tablet the app saves only the last one;

•

Alerts don't show regularly and on time;

•

Emails arrive COMPLETLY without a schedule;

•

The app works slowly - you have to wait a long time to confirm one alert after another;

•

The screen with the measurement taken and the icon of the device type rarely appears on the tablet
if the user is not logged in the measurement;

•

Sometimes users don't get emails even for 2-3 days.

4.2 Trial in Romania
CITST has tested with 2 elderly (80+) living together in the same household, each with the following devices:
blood pressure meter, glucometer, oxymeter, thermometer, and weigh scale. The general feedback on the
NITICS platform was one of interest in using such a platform for health monitoring and reminders however,
one with an easier to use interface. Reminders were positively appreciated and would have been very
welcome if associated with an electronic pill box. Also regarding reminders or alerts, users complained about
the lack of an audio signal which they could easily hear. The most appreciated feature of the platform was
the accumulated data history and the fact that one can visualize the evolution in time of the data. However, it
was mentioned that time plots of data is not a feature easy to use by elderly without some IT background.
One important observation regarding multiple users in the same premises is that devices can't be shared
between users but need to be marked for clear individual use. Only the Android tablet functioning as
gateway can be shared but in this case one user cannot remain permanently logged in his account and
needs to be proficient enough to log each time he wants to check his data, modify agenda, etc.
Problems and Errors that occurred during trials performed by CITST and were signaled by end-users
Some of the problems reported below are overlapping with the ones reported by the other end-user
organizations:
•

Eeleo application becomes locked several times (blank screen) and the tablet needs to be restarted;

•

No new devices can be added;

•

Alerts don't show regularly and on time;

•

Emails arrive out of schedule;

•

Interface is very slow.
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•

Pairing is unstable;

•

Oxymeter measurements were showing recorded data as originating from 2007;

•

Updating the Mac address for a device under the “devices” tab does not update it in the devices
associated with a user.

•

Heart rate is missing from the blood pressure information but is present from the oxymeter
measurements. Consequently, the users using just the blood pressure device do not get their pulse
recorded. Question is, what will happen when both devices will send the pulse values?

•

Scroll bar in the agenda on the tablet is available only at very high resolutions when the writing
becomes extremely small.

Observations from the end-user representative acting as caregiver
•

Oxymeter registered hour is actual hour +1

•

Alerts to caregiver are not showing the message

4.3 Trial in Slovenia
The participants in the two-week trial conducted by MKS in Slovenia were: 4 primary end-users (3 females, 1
male) and 1 person from MKS for support. End-users live in different parts of Slovenia: Ljubljana, Čatež,
Lavrica. Rural and urban - differences were taken into account. One participant performed the
measurements by himself. The measurements for two participants were done by their family members and
for one other participant by his neighbor. Two participants measured their blood pressure and oxygen level
and two participants measured only blood pressure.
All participants were interested to test the NITICS solution. The more proficient participant who was also able
to do the health measurements by himself reported a positive impression of the platform with the usual
reserve mentioned by the other end-user organizations that the interface is not easy to use. The same
positive impression was also reported by the informal caregivers of the other three participants. However, the
elderly themselves were not able to adapt to the new technology not even for measuring purposes and help
from caregivers proved essential. This indicated that background and age (above 80 yrs) are important
factors in the acceptance, including usability, of ICT solutions by elderly users.
The issues and technical problems reported by MKS were:
•

Translation to Slovenian is paramount;

•

At the list of measurements, an update/reload button is needed;

•

The health data plots do not always load up;

•

Add new user – it shows errors (that works well) but then after some changes it does not tell you
what is wrong – it just shows: there was an error;

•

The tables with information – users, devices...are compressed / the cells are too narrow to see the
information;

•

Employee management – would it be better to have »USER MANGEMENT«.

•

Employee management – when using Edit Profile it be useful to have the information about all of
his/her connections / care taker, care giver, devices, ..., i.e. more info about the user

•

When putting data into the profile – date of birth – it would be useful to have the date pattern like:
dd/mm/year

•

Is it possible to have the lists of devices, employees...by alphabet/date...?

•

User management – when adding new care-taker / add caretaker – possibility to select from the list
(the same as it is possible to do when associating the care taker – to caregiver)
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4.4 Conclusions
During the initial two week field trials several technical and functional difficulties were encountered which
came up during a prolonged usage of the system, as opposed to previous tests performed in WP4 for short
time under the guidance of end-user organization representatives. This stresses the importance of real life
extended trials in validating the functionalities and stability/reliability of an ICT platform.
The trials also evidenced differences in perception and requirements in the different end-user countries.
However, the number of users involved was too low for drawing any conclusive results. Nevertheless, based
also on previous observations in the tests and demonstration of the NITICS platform with WP4, we can say
that both background and age (above 80 yrs) are important factors in the acceptance and usage of ICT
solutions by elderly users.
Several of the technical and functional problems reported during this initial trial were promptly solved by the
technical partners in the consortium, in particular SIE and Eeleo. Remaining problems were considered
either less critical or needing a substantial effort for implementation. They were subsequently discussed
during the consortium meeting held in Paris (see WP1). The remaining observations and problems after the
improvements done by SIE and EELEO during the short field trials are listed below for each of the partners
identified as mostly responsible for their future rectification.
•

•

•

EELEO
o

language selection possibility for Polish, Slovenien and Romanian.

o

show also pulse rate.

o

If the device sends 2 or more measurements to the tablet the app saves only the last one
(SSW but not CITST).

o

tablet battery is getting consumed faster when the EELEO application is running.

o

Most symbols and all the writing are too small for the senior users.

o

A reload button on the measurement page.

o

Mean values of systolic and diastolic are of little relevance, rather show the difference.

o

Updating the Mac address for a device under the “devices” tab does not update it in the
devices associated with a user.

o

Scroll bar in the agenda on the tablet is available only at very high resolutions when the
writing becomes extremely small.

o

On the tablet, but not on the smartphone, the submenus under Home, Assets, Settings, etc
are not visible.

o

Oxymeter hour registered on the server is actual hour +2. For example, we measure at 10
Romanian time which is 9 CET. The time on the server is registering 11 CET.

o

The blood pressure plot is plotting only one the systolic value and not also the diastolic.

SIE

For all
o

user friendly design and easy navigation

o

a better signaling for incoming reminders;

o

possibility of sharing devices among several users

5 Health monitoring - field trials in Poland
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5.1 General presentation of the field trials
•

Participants

In the field trials in Poland there were 14 participants. 12 senior caretakers age 60-78, 6 men and 8 women
and 2 caregivers age 37-60. Testers involved live in Warsaw and in small towns in Mazovia region (central
Poland). Some of them have a university degree. Most of them use computers and tablets on a daily basis.
•

Selection

We tried to choose users of both sexes with different needs and health status, living with or without a family
member. As was decided by the consortium members we tried to engage senior users who are forced to
measure their health parameters regularly because of chronical diseases.
•

Setup (devices, interfaces, etc)

Users received two or more devices from the set prepared for the field trials that included glucometer, blood
pressure monitor, thermometer, scale and a heart rate monitor. The choice of the devices was made after a
short interview with the user and based on his/her preferences and health problems. Every time the SSW
member delivered the devices and a tablet to the user’s home. When users provided their personal data, an
individual account was created for them and the devices of their choice were added to the account. Then the
functioning of the platform was explained to the users. After analyzing the user’s daily routine the SSW
member scheduled the reminders graphic. Finally some test measurements were taken to see if the set is
working properly and to check whether the user can take measurements by him/herself.
•

Development of the trials (time frame, methods, problems, etc)

Tests were held for 1 to 2 weeks, depending on the user decision. SSW supervisor was always at the user’s
disposal and consulted every problem on phone or personally. Every two days the SSW member contacted
the user to ask about the possible problems encountered by the user or verify the reminders schedule. It
occurred to be necessary as users were not able to solve technical problems by their own.

5.2 Field trials results
This section is presenting the results of the field trials based on the feedback collected during the trials and
on the questionnair filled out by the participants in the end of the field trials.

5.2.1 Caretakers
Health status
Problems mentioned: arrhythmia, hyperthyroidism and hypothyroidism, joint problems, cataracts,
hypertension, myocardial and diabetes
First reaction
11 testers were excited by the new technology when they heard about it for the first time and had a chance
to test it. Three of them were of no opinion.
No negative attitude was observed and no suggestions to improve the acceptance was made.
Acceptance after the trials
The acceptance after the trials ended decreased. Only 4 users were happy with the utilization of the system.
11 users declared to be neutral. This was due to the technical problems with the application. Users were
disappointed with the application and the fact that to see the measurements they had to open the NITICS
website and log into their account as on the tablet none of the windows opened. The letters were too small.
The interface too complicated. Pictograms not clear enough. There were problems with logging into the
account, etc.
Usefulness of the system
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In general testers were not sure how to classify their answers. They assumed the system as a great
improvement in monitoring the health parameters (10 users) but at the same time they didn’t suppose it is
adequate to their needs. What we could hear many times off the records was: it’s not for me, it’s too
complicated, to many things to do, “I can’t do it by myself, I had to ask my daughter to help me – it makes me
feel even older than I am when I have to struggle with the electronic equipment. Why isn’t it more
automatized? One click, one button or no buttons at all?” Many seniors repeated continuously that the
platform is useful for caregivers and organized care centers like hospitals and nursery homes because it
makes the work of caring staff easier and it helps to save time. One opinion seems very precious here:
“Imagine, I am 62 now and usually I’m quite well. I live alone, nobody helps me, but when my blood pressure
is high I feel sick, weak and dizzy. I can’t imagine myself doing all those things: taking a blood pressure
monitor, turning on the tablet, checking if the wifi is on and finally taking the measurement. Forget it!” To
quote one more: “This device should be a user’s friend, should encourage him/her to a regular use. It should
give us some medical tips and advice every time the user’s parameters prove to be bad. Not only numbers –
but definitions, articles, lexicon. I would like to be informed why my parameters are bad, what can I do about
it – that is something I can pay for.”
Only one person was absolutely satisfied with the system saying that finally everything is neat and nice in
tables and charts. This particular user was using Exel tables to save health data of her mother and herself.
The amount of the extra work required in health monitoring
6 users rated the amount of the extra work needed to use the platform as none, four perceived it as too
heavy to use and two accepted it as quite small.
How to make it easier? There were a few suggestions among which eliminating the tablet and the Bluetooth
technology. “Let’s make it like a rooter itself. Every device should send the data automatically to the server.
No additional source of the internet connection should be necessary.” “What about a sensor built up in the
device? It could feel my bad condition and send the info to the care center or my family.” Users observed
several problems with sending the data. Every time it was not sent properly they had to repeat measurement
or restart the device that consumed additional time and attention.
Reliability of the system
6 users declared the system as unreliable. Another 5 agreed it is quite reliable. The last one decided it has a
potential but is not stable.
Reported problems:
-

Data not sent

-

Data saved with the wrong dates

-

When the user tries to log in the app closes

-

The app doesn't respond when the user tries to refresh

-

The user had to log in every time he/she wants to use the app (problem fixed in the last
version)

-

If the device sends 2 or more measurements to the tablet the app saves only the last
one

-

Alerts don't show regularly and on time

-

Emails arrive COMPLETLY without a schedule

-

The app works slowly - you have to wait a long time to confirm one alert after another

-

The screen with the measurement taken and the icon of the device type rarely appears
on the tablet

-

If the user is not logged in the measurement is not saved or saved on the account of
another person
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-

Sometimes users don't get emails even for 2-3 days

-

Dates shown in the measurements history are sometimes inadequate – some of them
are future dates

-

Oximeter shows randomly pulse or saturation

-

The app seems not to be calibrated for the smaller screen of the tablet

-

Devices get unpaired

-

Batteries have to be exchanged too often

-

The alert stripe on the screen is to narrow and the “thick” button too small to click.

-

Users were not sure if the data was sent or not

Seniors tried to solve the problems by themselves by closing the application, restarting devices or
the Internet connection but usually they needed help or at least approval of the taken steps. In the
view of technical problems they were losing confidence and the will to continue.
Set of devices
As the users could choose the devices they would normally use they were basically satisfied with the set
they were testing. Some of them claimed the scale is of the least importance of the whole set. “In our age we
have no need to control the weight regularly.” Most of them would like to have a device that would allow to
monitor another blood parameters: cholesterol, INR.
Permanent usage of the platform
Users are interested in using the platform permanently under one condition: it must be reliable and must
deliver what it promises. Some of them repeated once more that it is for caregivers not for caretakers or that
they are not seriously ill so they can go without it.
Willingness to pay
Those living alone are more ready to pay for the service than those with a family or carers around. Seniors
emphasize the fact what they are ready to pay is a service. The real presence of someone who can analyze
the data and support them if something goes wrong. The platform and the set of devices are only a tool that
can let them feel more confident. They don’t want to pay only for the data storage. This group is ready to pay
10 to 20 euro per month. The rest of the testers would pay less than 10 euro or wouldn’t pay at all.
The price of devices was definitely too high in some cases. Users declared they would pay maximum 50
Euros for some of the devices (blood pressure monitor. glucometer)
Confidentiality
Polish testers are not at all worried about the confidentiality of the data saved ant stored on the platform’s
servers. They presume nobody is interested in the health parameters of some old people. On the other hand
they don’t think this kind of data is confidential from its nature. In the common opinion the typical agreement
and regulation should be enough.

5.2.2 Caregivers
Two caregivers that took part in the field trials were excited by the new technology. In their opinion the
system looked promising. After the fields trials they haven’t changed their opinion and were satisfied with the
utilization of the platform. They found it absolutely useful for caregivers as a daily support in their work and
responsibilities.
One of the persons is an informal caregiver, the other one has a professional training but no longer work in
her profession. In both cases the devices were brought and installed by the SSW supervisor at the patient
home.
Suggestions to improve:
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-

Better design of the app – less functions, more clear, graphic interface. Elderly users will
never look through the charts and tables on such a small screen. Caregivers can do it
from their accounts.

-

Easier access to measurements history (older than a week)

-

All notifications should come with a sound and should be visible from the main screen of
the tablet or a smartphone. Nobody opens the app to see if he/she has a new message.
The message should pop up, alert, remind…

-

Devices should send the data directly to the server. No additional device should be
needed to save and send data.

-

In the organized care a caregiver should be able to use one device for many
patients/caretakers.

No extra work was declared. Caregivers appreciated the fact that they didn’t have to note down the results
manually, that they had remote access to saved data and can manage the data and prescriptions directly
from their computers.
Nevertheless none of them would recommend relying on the system itself at this stage of development as it
was generating too many errors and it crushed too many times. The problems they experienced were the
same as in the case of caretakers. They were able to restore the functioning of the app by themselves or
with the help of the SSW supervisor.
The set prepared for the trials was well adapted to the needs of the average senior users. Caregivers would
willingly add some other devices that could monitor blood parameters (INR, cholesterol, morphology, etc).
Providing the platform will develop and be ready for commercial usage the caregivers are ready to invest in
permanent usage but not more than 20 euro per month.
According to caregivers taking part in the field trials devices should not cost more than 50 euro each
because it is the service not a hardware that is worth its price.
Providing personal data in the ICT services is a matter of fact not a matter of question – caretakers are not
worried about the confidentiality of the users data unless the rules and privacy policy statement is clear and
respected.

5.2.3 Individual case studies
2

ER, age 70, retired live alone in Warsaw in a small (50 m ) flat with internet connection. Her daughters live in
another city. She regularly monitors her blood pressure and heart rate as she has had some tachycardia
incidents in the past and had to call for the ambulance. Thanks to the platform her daughters can easily
check the regularity of the measurements and the actual health state of their mother. The caretaker itself is
no longer obliged to write down and pass the results to her relatives.
Health status: hypertension, cataract, joint problems, arrhythmia, tachycardia

6 Health monitoring - field trials in Romania
6.1 General presentation of the field trials
•

Participants

The field trials in Romania involved 12 primary users age 60+ and 4 informal caregivers. Out of the primary
users 7 were females and 5 males. All seniors living in large cities in Romania and 10 of them have a
university degree. Out of the 12 caretakers, 5 of them don’t use smartphones or computers on a regular
basis. 2 seniors were living alone, 2 with a child relative and the rest with a spouse. In the elderly couples
both members participated in the field trials such that we tests parallel usage of the NITICS interface.
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Formal caregivers were contacted by CITST members but they were reluctant to be engaged in the trials for
several reasons, e.g. lack of time, reservations regarding the security of the data, missing direct caregivercaretaker interaction.
•

Selection criteria

The selection criteria outlined in section 2 were followed in the selection of the participants. Most of the
participants already knew the NITICS platform from previous presentations and tests. However, 3
participants never came in contact with the NITICS platform before the trials which allowed CITST to
evaluate also the opinion of first time users. All participants were already performing health measurements
on a regular basis but not necessarily on a daily basis.
•

Setup (devices, interfaces, etc)

Users received two or more devices from the two sets prepared for the field trials that included glucometer,
blood pressure and heart rate monitor, thermometer, scale and oxymeter. The choice of the devices was
made after a short interview with the user which revealed his/her preferences and health problems. In the
case of a two-member household the devices were assigned and marked for individual use such that the
data from one user doesn’t get mixed up with the data of the family member also performing measurements.
A personal account was created by a CITST member for each primary user. Each user was assigned either
to his own caregiver or to a CITST member in case he did not have one. An account was also created for
each caregiver such that she/he was able to follow the medical evaluation of the caretaker, receive alarms in
case of abnormal health data, setup reminder to schedule measurements, etc.
The functioning of the platform was explained to each user by a CITST member. After analyzing the user’s
daily routine and discussing the CITST member scheduled the reminders on the personal calendar of the
user. If the user had a caregiver, then the CITST member explained to the caregiver how to use the NITICS
platform and also how to schedule reminders for measurements, medication, etc. Because the reminders
appeared on the dashboard of the NITICS interface and also, optionally, as an email sent to the user,
dedicated emails were created for the user upon request. Alternatively, their current email address was used
to link to the NITICS platform.
Finally some test measurements were performed to see if the set is working properly and to check whether
the user can take measurements by herself/himself.
•

Development of the trials (time frame, methods, problems, etc)

Test were held for 1 to 2 weeks, depending on the user decision. After 1-2 weeks of testing the users were
given the option to continue testing for a longer period. This option was taken by 5 seniors who continued
testing for 1-2 months. A CITST member was always contactable by the users in case that the user was not
able to use the platform, the platform was malfunctioning or the user had additional questions related to the
NITICS platform. Additionally, users were contacted regularly by CITST members to follow their interaction
with the platform. Users were also contacted in case that the caregiver or the assigned CITST member
observed malfunctioning of the platform like for example that no data was received on the NITICS server
although measurements were schedules.

6.2 Field trials results
This section is presenting the results of the field trials based on the feedback collected during the trials and
on the questionnair filled out by the participants in the end of the field trials.

6.2.1 Caretakers
Health status
The health problems encountered by the end-users and addressable with the NITICS platform devices were:
diabetes (4 users); hypertension or oscillating blood pressure (all users); weight problems (2 users);
arrhythmia (4 users), low blood pressure (1 user); hypothyroidism and associated low body temperature (1
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user). One of the users was not taking glucose measurements herself, these were taken by her son living
with her.
First reaction
4 testers were excited by the NITICS technology since they already knew about its development and were
looking forward to testing it. The rest of participants were willing to test but expressed no obvious
enthusiasm. No negative attitude was observed and no suggestions to improve the acceptance were made
after the initial demonstration by the CITST members.
Acceptance after the trials
After 2 weeks of utilization, 5 participants had a good acceptance of the new technology, 5 remained neutral
and 2 had a very low acceptance. It is interesting to note that the good acceptance rate was observed
among the users age 60-65 which were generally also those more proficient in using ICT technologies or
those eager to learn about new technologies. Among the neutral users what was observed by the CITST
members of users’ caregivers was that the users did not fully exploit the functionalities of the platform.
Instead, they continued to do the measurements in their own rhythm and style and did not take the time to
learn the platform and utilize it. All users, including the ones with high acceptability rates, complained about
the difficulties in learning to use the interface and about the instabilities of the platform in transmitting
measurements to the server, disconnecting from the measurement devices, etc. Also, users complained
about the small graphical details, lack of feedback and information after performing a measurement, lack of
pertinent reminding and alerting signals. All users pointed out that it looks like a very professional platform
but not one designed especially for elderly people.
Usefulness of the system
6 participants found that the NITICS platform has brought a great improvement in their health monitoring by
offering them the possibility to look at their parameter history. Several of them said that they would have
appreciated the reminding system a lot if the reminders would have been sent in a way in which to raise their
attention, e.g. sound. Not surprisingly, 5 of the 6 participants were also those who expressed a high
acceptability of the system. The participants who had a neutral or negative attitude were also those who
were not exploiting the NITICS functionalities fully or those who were not able to perform the measurements
by themselves with a new device. All participants, including the positive ones said however, that despite of
the advantages offered by the NITICS platform they are not happy with the fact that its use is sometimes
consuming more of their time than if they would have done the recording by pen and pencil.
The amount of the extra work required in health monitoring
All users, including the ones with a positive attitude, considered that there is extra work involved when
measuring their health parameters using the NTIICS platform. The majority of the users considered that the
extra work comes from the fact that the system is unstable and they constantly need help to make it work
again. One senior had problems to use the devices integrated in the NITICS platform and had to use a
caregiver to help with the glucose measurements.
Reliability of the system
All users were of the opinion that the system is not reliable enough and that they needed constant help to
make it work. Several users tried to restart the tablet by themselves but also this did not always solve the
problem. Also, they complained that in several cases they were unable to know if the system has sent the
data correctly and that the data has reached the server.
Set of devices
Because the users could choose the devices they would normally use they were basically satisfied with the
set they were testing. Only one user was not capable to use the glucometer provided by NITICS instead of
her own and she required constant help by an informal caregiver to take the measurements. Suggested
additional devices were ECK and pedometer.
Permanent usage of the platform
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Some of the users (6 users) are interested to use the platform permanently if it becomes stable. Some have
no opinion (4 users), one user thinks it is too complicated and one user things he does not need constant
monitoring.
Willingness to pay
The price range which the user would pay for the NITICS services if below 10 Euro per month. Eight (8)
users were willingly to pay 50-100 Euros for a monitoring device, some under condition that their recorded
data is regularly checked by a caregiver or medical staff.
Confidentiality
Romanian seniors are not at all worried about the confidentiality of the data. When asked why, they said that
probably nobody is interested in their data and if somebody would be interested and give them some
feedback on their health status than even better.

6.2.2 Caregivers
The four informal caregivers that took part in the field trials were very interested by the services offered
through the NITICS platform. Two of the caregivers had 2 seniors under their care while the other 2
caregivers had only one senior. None of them had formal caregiver training.
All caregivers found the setup of the system easy and two expressed the need of having an user manual to
help with the usage of the system after setup. In this respect, one caregiver suggested an online help
manual. No extra work was declared by the caregivers in monitoring the health except for the caregiver who
had to regularly take the glucose measurements because the senior was not able to use a different device
than her current one. The set prepared for the trials was well adapted to the needs of the average senior
users. One caregiver suggested an electronic pill box to be added to the system.
During the field trials caregivers appreciated the fact that they were able to monitor the health parameters of
their caretakers remotely, from wherever they were. They were also very happy with the alerts received on
the dashboard or email in case of abnormal measurements. They also positively appreciated the calendar
with reminders although they complained about the fact that reminding method is not very pertinent.
Providing the platform will develop and be ready for commercial usage the caregivers are ready to invest in
permanent usage but not more than 10 euro per month. They would also like to have a medical service
associated with the platform. They would also pay 50-100 Euro for a device which their caretaker needs
provided that caretaker is able to use it.
Romanian caregivers, as their caretakers, are not concerned about data confidentiality and don’t expect
anybody to be interested in this kind of data.

6.2.3 Individual case studies
Mrs. A, age 81, female with advanced diabetes and a non-technical background. Mrs. has insulin dependent
diabetes and needs to measure her blood glucose level at least one time per day and also whenever she
does not feel well. Mrs. A is at high risk of hypoglycemic incidents in which case she feels dizzy, begins to
sweat and her body temperature goes down. She has an informal caregiver, her son 48, who also
participated in the field trials as caregiver.
Mrs. A has been using the glucometer and thermometer integrated in the NITICS platform. After an initial trial
of 2 weeks, Mrs. A and her caretaker were interested to continue the trials and to keep track of the changes
in glucose levels which started to be observed. Both Mrs. A and her caregiver participated in the field trials
for 2 months.
Due to the constant monitoring and data visualization offered by the NITICS platform, the caregiver and
caretaker observed an increasing tendency of the glucose level values. As can be seen in Figure 1, the
caretaker was from the beginning of the trials above normal glucose levels and experienced occasional
spikes. However, after approximately 1 month of trials a constant increase of the values can be observed.
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This led the caregiver to seek medical help in the end of the 2 months trials and the caretaker is now more
stable due to a change in medication.

Figure 1. Measured blood glucose in mg/dL over a 2 month period. The maxima of the acceptable
normal glucose level is indicated with a red line.
One problem reported in this field trial was the fact that the caretaker was not able to adjust to using a new
device for measuring the glucose level and this task had to be taken over on a daily basis by the caregiver.
However, the caretaker was enthusiastic about the whole NITICS platform and started to recognize the
sounds made by the platform when transferring data and when alerting about too high values. This was
important to her because she turned out to not have a clear notion about which values are good and which
not. Figure 2 is showing the caretaker using the NITICS platform. The pictures were included with the
consent of the caretaker.

Figure 2. Mrs. A using the NITICS platform. Pictures included with the consent of the caretaker.
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7 Health monitoring - field trials in Slovenia
7.1 General presentation of the field trials
Participants
• MKS field trials involved 17 participants, 5 males and 12 females. The trials were
conducted for 2 weeks by each participant.
• Age range of participants is from 65 to 86 years old. They live in different parts of Slovenia:
Ljubljana, Lavrica, Čatež, Grahovo, Gabrje, Ročinj, Kanal and Šentrupert.
• They have different chronic diseases and conditions, such as: asthma, chronic bronchitis, lower
back pain, hypertension, osteoporosis, dementia, depression, diabetes melitus, angina
pectoris, breast cancer, hypercholesterolemia, respiratory problems, anemia, st. post
carcinoma cernix uteri, knee endoprothesis dex, st. post op. thyroidectomy, st. post
mastectomy, st. post op. pancreactomy.
• 14 participants did their measurements by themselves, measurements for 2 participants
did their family member and for 1 his neighbor.
• 9 participants measured their blood pressure and oxygen level, 8 participants measured
only blood pressure.
Participant Selection
The participants were selected such as to have geographical diversity, age diversity and sex
diversity. Also, the participants were selected such that they already measured their blood
pressure or need this kind of measurements.
Setup (devices, interfaces, etc) Devices were brought to the place of end-users. No special setup was needed. Education on the usage of technology, monitors and some general knowledge
about blood pressure and saturation was given by the MKS members who also offered their
support with any problem that might come up during the trials. A written consent was signed by the
participants.

7.2 Field trials results
This section is presenting the results of the field trials based on the feedback collected during the trials and
on the questionnair filled out by the participants in the end of the field trials.

7.2.1 Caretakers
1. Which was your first reaction as far as using new technology was concerned?
a.
o
o
o
o

Excited by the new technology … 6 x
Afraid by new technology … 1x
Other … 2x (1 comment: something needed for health care)
No opinion … 6x

b. What would you like that we modify to make this acceptation better.
o more stable appliances (these were deteriorated), educational help and my own
appliance for a while, I did no have any problems with usage, no comment, simpler
telephone.
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2. After a few weeks of utilization, what is your acceptance?
a.
1 - very good (I was happy with the utilization of the system) … 10x
2 - neutral .. 5x
3 - not accepted … 0x
b. What would you like that we improve?
√ more stable appliances (these were deteriorated), nothing, sometimes it desn't
work and you don't know how to go on or what to do about it, the last day
telephone or application did not work, visibility of blood pressure monitor,
simpler activation, Certainty of value transfer. Rapidly discharged telephone
battery.
3. After a few weeks of utilization, do you feel that the system is useful for you?
a.
1 - a great improvement in health monitoring … 10x
2- neutral (can’t say) … 4x
3 - no improvement … 0x
b. What would you like that we improve?
√ more stable appliances (these were deteriorated), nothing, the system if useful if
someone can help you with it; if I would be alone, I would not be able to use it,
Interpretation of values. Also usage for disabled or immobile for measurement at
home.
4. After a few weeks of utilization, how would you rate the amount of extra-work required
from you in monitoring your health
a.
1 – no work at all … 7x
2 – small … 8x
3 – too heavy … 1x
b. What would you like that we modify to make this extra work lighter.
√ more stable appliances (these were deteriorated), nothing, someone must help
you if you are unable to use the monitors, variability of telephone, Telephone
could remind me at timely measurement, It would be easier without a telephone.
5. After a few weeks of utilization, how reliable do you find the functioning of the service
a. Very reliable … 6x
Reliable … 3x
Unreliable … 1x
b. What kind of reliability problems did you experience, e.g. data were not anymore
received by the server, devices got unpaired, etc.
√ server did not receive data (8x), I did't do the measurement, My main problem
was, that I can't use the system alone, I need help with it. Also blood pressure
monitor didn't always work properly, telephone problems, blood pressure
monitor was not set on number 1 and that's why my measurements wasn't send
forward, activation, Rapidly discharged telephone battery, no problems.
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c.

How often?
sometimes, twice (3x), twice in a week, once (2x), a few times (3x).

d. Were you able to solve the problems yourself or did you require external support?
√ I needed an external support and I got an external support, I did not need
external support (2x), I needed an external support (6x), telephone support,
technical problem (2x) .
6. After a few weeks of utilization, do you think that the set of proposed devices is enough
for your needs?
a. 1- well adapted … 14x
2-not at all … 1x
b. Which device should we ideally add to the system
glucose level measurement (4x), cholesterol measurement.
7. After a few weeks of utilization, how interested are you in using the service and platform
permanently?
a. 1-very interested … 5x
2-neutral … 10x
3-not at all interested … 1x
b. If you are not at all interested please let us know why:
It is too complicated
c. How much would you be willingly to pay on a monthly basis for the services?
<10 … 8x
10 – 20 … 4x
20+ Euro … 0x
d. Would you pay 50-100 Euro for each of the monitoring devices?
Yes, if system response is medical interpreted, Yes (3x), Yes, if I can have it in
permanent property (3x), No (5x), Regardless to my current situation I could not
afford it.
6. After a few weeks of utilization, how worried are you about the confidentiality of the
patient data?
a.
1-not at all worried … 12x
2-neutral … 3x
3-very worried … 1x
b. what can we improve in your opinion in order to increase the confidentiality level?
We did not need to sign a consensus, because it was clear I agreed to measurement.

7.2.2 Caregivers
1. How many caretakers under your supervision have you involved in the tests?
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one (4x)
2. Do you have any professional training as caregiver:
YES … 1x (I am a registered nurse)
NO … 3x
3. You received the devices to be installed at the patient home:
a. How would you rate the setup at patient’s home:
1-easy … 4x
2-difficult … 0x
b. What would you like that we improve in the setup procedure
A clear sign that values are being transferred from appliances to application.
4. After a few weeks of utilization, do you feel that the system is useful for you?
a.
1 - a great improvement in health monitoring … 3x
2- neutral (can’t say) … 1x
3 - no improvement … 0x
b. What would you like that we improve?
Appliances could be better adapted to usage of elderly, A clear sign that values are
being transferred from appliances to application.
5. After a few weeks of utilization, how would you rate the amount of extra-work required
from you in monitoring your health
a.
1 – no work at all … 3x
2 – small … 1x
3 – too heavy … 0x
b. What would you like that we modify to make this extra work lighter.
6. After a few weeks of utilization, how would you rate the improvement in the quality of
caretaker monitoring
a.
1- strong improvement … 1x
2-neutral … 3x
3-no improvement … 0x
b. What would you like that we modify to make this extra work lighter.
More adapted system.
7. After a few weeks of utilization, do you think that the set of proposed devices is enough
for your caretaker’s needs?
a.
1-very well adapted … 2x
2-not at all … 2x
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b. Which device should we ideally add to the system
glucose level measurement (2x)
8. After a few weeks of utilization, how interested are you in using the service and platform
permanently?
a.
1-very interested … 0x
2-can’t say … 2x
3-not at all interested … 0x
b. If you are not at all interested please let us know why
a. How much would you be willingly to on a monthly basis for the services?
<10 … 3x
10 – 20 … 0x
20+ Euro … 1x
c. Would you pay 50-100 Euro for each of the monitoring devices?
Yes, if this was a part of a medical system, No, because caretaker doesn't have these
kind of medical needs, Yes, It depends if I can have an appliances in my own
property.
9. After a few weeks of utilization, how worried are you about the confidentiality of the
patient data?
a.
1-not at all worried … 1x
2-neutral … 2x
3-very worried … 0x
b. what can we improve in your opinion in order to increase the confidentiality level?

7.2.3 Concluding remarks
In general, participants reported good experience with the new technology and appliances. They haven’t felt
that measurements are providing them more work. Working of appliances was reliable in their opinion. The
main problem that was mentioned by participants was that the server did not receive measurement values.
Some participants answered that appliance that could be involved in measurement is glucose level
measurement. In general caretakers are interested in using this service in the future. They are mostly willing
to pay less than 10 Euros for a month. They were not concerned about the confidentiality of their own data or
their patient data.
Negative feedback: more stable appliances (these were deteriorated), nothing, sometimes it doesn't work
and you don't know how to go on or what to do about it, the last day telephone or application did not work,
visibility of blood pressure monitor, simpler activation, Certainty of value transfer. Rapidly discharged
telephone battery.

7.3 Individual case study
The following case study is taken from the number (16) of field trial cases in Slovenia. Case Study: Mrs. T. B.
- is an 78 year old lady who lives with her husband and has regular (weekly) contact with her family (2
daughters married, with children). She has minor hearing impairment and asthma for the last 15 years in the
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last 5 years she would also measure her blood pressure regularly due to her high blood pressure condition.
Because of her health issues and the desire to have regular health monitoring she was inclined to have her
health parameters monitored with the support of the NITICS service (devices and interface).
Apart from the NITICS field trial she would measure her blood pressure and oxygen level irregularly several
days per week. Within the field trial she agreed that, with the support of her family members (one daughter)
and the support of the field trial administrator she would test her health parameters twice a day – morning
and evening - for the duration of the field trial. She managed to keep within the schedule, and with the
support of the carers (family and administrator) apart of one day when she needed to pay a visit to the
doctor’s office earlier in the morning – the measurement was taken later that day. Figure 3 is presenting,
Mrs. T.B. using the NITICS platform. Pictures were included with her approval.

Figure 3. Mrs. T.B. while using the NITICS platform on a smartphone and the NITICS blood pressure
device, both provided by SSW.
At the end of the planned field trial she reported good experience with new technology and appliances. She
and her family member also commented that the use of the new devices were not cumbersome or stressful.
They also reported that the appliances were to their opinion reliable enough for the testing phase of the
project. They expressed the desire to see the gateway and the interface yet more adjusted to the use of the
elderly person – much more simplified, visually more comprehensive and also supported with graphical and
audio instructions for the elderly. As with other cases they also mentioned that sometimes the server did not
receive measurement values in real time. In general the lady and her caretakers are interested in using this
service in the future. And as other participants they would be willing to pay around 8 – 10 Eur per month for
the service, apart from purchasing the services.

8 Field trials of reminders and alerts performed in Poland
8.1 Setup
For every person that took part in the field trials reminders were scheduled by the SSW members or their
caregivers. Usually SSW members created one or two daily events for a caretaker after questioning the
person about her/his daily routine. The reminders were typical – taking pills or taking the measurement.
Every reminder was set to notify the user in two ways – as an alert shown on the dashboard and as an email
sent to his/her private account. For those who didn’t have such an email account, the account was created. If
the person was using a smartphone we asked him/her to synchronize the mail app with the smartphone
operating system to better attract the caretaker’s attention.

8.2 Results of reminder testing
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Initially both caregivers and caretakers were happy to know that reminders will support them in better
controlling their daily health routine. Some of them even proposed setting some funny reminders, some
thought it would be an easy and functional way of communication between a caregiver and a caretaker.
Unfortunately, this function is not very well worked out by the developers and must be thoroughly rethought
and upgraded.
The idea of adding the reminders function to the platform was very promising. The goal was to make the life
of the senior users easier. We wanted them not to have to remember the things they usually forget (e.g.
taking pills). Actually the application is designed in such a way that it force users to remember even more.
Not only do they have to remember about taking pills but also about ticking them off the alerts list on the
dashboard. Alerts don’t notify the user with any sound – that was the reason why we always added a
notification via email to the new event. They also don’t show up on the main screen. If the application is not
open and it is usually not there is no other way to see if there are any new alerts but to open it, log in and
check the dashboard. “It is too much fuss” – we could hear every time we asked about it.
As the result none of the testers was ticking the alerts off on the dashboard.
Notification via email turned up to be unreliable as well. Mails have not been sent on time and arrived
randomly – sometimes in the middle of the night instead of the evening waking our seniors up. That caused
a deep frustration and disappointment.
One comment of the user age 69 deserves to be put down here:
“We should always remember about the way in which the seniors function in their everyday life. Do they use
computers every day? Do they have the laptops/tablets on 24/7? NO!
Some of my friends even don’t have an email address. Some of the women I know, younger than me, can’t
use the internet. What do they use instead? A mobile phone. The only safe and sure way to teach them is a
SMS. If you want to alert me, remind me about sth – use a SMS. My fingers are swollen, my skin on the
fingertips is rough – I cannot use the touch screens.”

8.3 Results of alerts generated by threshold
We tested the threshold with one user with tachycardia incidents. It was a good way to notify her relatives
about the abnormal results that could be the sign of the forthcoming crisis. The time provided for testing was
though too short to observe it. Users didn’t express any particular opinion on the function. They appreciated
the panic button though. Simple in use, with the immediate result, practical assistance in an emergency
situation that doesn’t require any particular skill and knowledge

9 Field trials of reminders and alerts performed in Romania
9.1 Reminder field trials
This function was appericated by both caregivers and caretakers involved in the field trials. Caregivers rated
as positive the fact that they can include remontelly reminders on the calendar of their caretaker. They ended
up by including also events not related to health monitoring. Unfortunatelly, the signaling way implemented
for reminders is not very efficient. Reminders appear on the dashboard and the the user has to click on them
to acknoladget the fact that he has seen them. While this provides a usefull feedback mechanism, it turned
out that several reminders were ingnored by the caretakers or in some cases caretakers forgot to
acknowladge the reminder. Consequently, all users appreciated that this service needs further improvement.
Figure 4and Figure 5 present a reminder and the issued message.
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Figure 4. Calendar with reminder to measure the temperature.

Figure 5. Message issued on the dashboard by the event introduced in the calendar.

9.2 Field trials for alerts testing
The alerts service was tested during all the health monitoring field trials, with all the users involved in the
trials. The practical implementation of the trials involved an initial discussion between the CITST
representative and the caretaker and, if available, the caregiver. The purpose was to determine the regular
values of the health parameters measured by the user such that alerts are not generated at each
measurement for those users who had constantly above normal values. Subsequently, the alert method was
set to dashboard message and/or email. Most users preferred to have both methods of alerts in place, for
the same reasons described above related to the reminder trials. Following this setup, the caregiver was
receiving a message whenever the health parameters were outside the set limits. This function was
positively appreciated by all caregivers as was the panic button on the interface. The only comment was that
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the caregivers would have preferred a sound or SMS to accompany alerts. They mentioned SMS to be the
preferred method because they are not always in front of their computers and some of them had no
smartphones on which to receive the alerts.

10 Field trials of reminders and alerts performed in Slovenia
Setup: The field trials of reminders were performed with all of the users involved in the field trials in Slovenia.
Namely 16 end-users – elderly and their carers (4 family members), neighbors and 1 field trial administrator.
Reminders: The seniors appreciated positively the reminder service as a tool. However, the reminders were
issued at the time of the field trials only as messages on the NITICS dashboard. Consequently, the users
had to check the dashboard regularly for reminders, something which they found difficult. This was also
defying the purpose of the reminders since the users had to remember to check the dashboard for
reminders. They said that the reminders should issue an SMS on the phone or a loud sound on the tablet in
order to become useful. The caregivers also found useful the reminder service and the fact that they were
able to remotely insert new events in the calendar of their caretakers. As with the case of the caretakers,
they appreciated negatively the way in which the reminders were issued.
Alerts: These were appreciated by both seniors and caregivers but especially by caregivers who were
alerted by email or dashboard messages in case of an abnormal measurement value. They also found
setting of a threshold value useful because some users have constantly high blood pressure and issuing an
alert at each measurement above normal values would have been overloading the caregivers.

11 Final field trials of health monitoring, alerts and reminders
11.1 Final field trial in Romania
This was the final trial with the NITICS platform which was performed after the latest server interface was
installed by the partner SIE. Major improvements in the latest version are sound reminders and alerts,
synchronization of agenda with the Google or Yahoo calendar of the user, improved user friendliness. Also
the Eeleo interface for health monitoring was significantly improved from usability and friendliness point of
view. The final trials were performed with 2 users who tested health monitoring, reminders and alerts for 4
weeks (15.10.2015-15.11.2015). The users were among those who have participated also in previous trials.
In this way they were able to give feedback on the improvement of the platform. The trials were supervised
by a CITST member who was continuously available to help and instruct the users. He also acted as the
user caregiver. Since the platform was found very satisfactory by the caregivers and all secondary users the
final trials did not include them but concentrated on the primary users.

11.1.1 Health monitoring at home
The two elderly in the health monitoring trials have used the blood pressure and oxymeter devices to follow
their blood pressure and blood oxygenation during the trials. They performed 1-2 measurements per day.
They found the new Eeleo interface much more improved over the previous version, mainly due to the
simplified chart which was showing their measurements over the last week (see Figure 6). The only
observation which they had was that the measurements appeared immediately on the Eeleo interface with
considerable delay on the chart which was transmitted from the SIE interface. Usually, they saw the
measurements on the chart next day.
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Figure 6. Simplified summary view of measurement charts.
There were no major problems with the trials and the intervention of the CITST personnel was considerably
reduced as compared to the previous trials. Improvements can be made in the response time of the server,
e.g. data appearing faster on the interface, and in the stability of the whole system, e.g. devices should
remain paired with the mobile gateway, server should have almost zero down-time.
On the alert side, the thresholds were modified couple of times such that the values exceed the acceptable
limits. The sound alerts are alerting the users in case of abnormal values. However, the users have told that
they do not need them in this case. The devices are anyway showing a specific symbol for abnormal values
and the sound is only annoying them.

11.1.2 Reminder module
The trial started with a reminder added by the caregiver to each of the user’s calendar in order for them to
test the new sound functionality and calendar synchronization features. The users appreciated the 30
seconds sound emitted by the tablet for a reminder. Both users said that in this way the reminder module will
be an important feature of the platform. Subsequently, the CITST representative has registered together with
the users several reminder events in their agenda (see Figure 7). These events were related to the daily
activities of the users and not to any medical aspects, which were tested within the health monitoring trial.
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Figure 7. Example of an event registered in the user calendar.
As in the previous trials, the users were very interested in the agenda and reminder functionalities of the
platform. In particular, the users were very excited about the reminder with sound facility. The trials proved
that the sound feature is an important one. The users declared that they find it very useful and that they can
hear the sound even when in a different room. Additional wishes by the users were related to the
personalization of the sound:
-

possibility of selecting sound

-

possibility of selecting alert duration and repetition

Complains about the sound alerts were:
-

sound alerts go on for the full 30 seconds even if the reminder is deleted or acknowledged.

-

sound alerts are triggered when deleting or acknowledging a reminder, even an expired one.

Despite the above outlined remarks, both users found the sound alert to be a definite improvement over the
previously tested version. Moreover, they pointed out that in this case the reminder module of the NITICS
platform has become a very useful part of the system.

11.2 Final field trial in Slovenia
Participants and duration of trials
Duration of the trial: 1 month 20.10. – 20.11.2015
Participants: 1 participant (male, 67 years old, participated in first trial as well). Since the trial was executed
in order to verify the changes made after the first trial and to introduce the alerts and reminders, all in very
limited timeframe and equipment, we found it more prudent to introduce the system to only one participant
who already participated in the first trial for the longer period of time.
The health, alerts and reminders trial
The extended trial with the health monitoring at home module has elicited, in its final implementation, the
following opinion at the end of the extended trial:
a. The trials have proven that elderly are able and interested in the use of the smart phones, even more
when phones are part of the health monitoring.
b. Application enables elderly to see history of their measurements and trend of the medical values that
they are measuring giving them insight into the real stare of their medical problem.
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c. The system helps people to get more interested in their health and more involved in their treatment.
For example as a result of the trial in Slovenia some of the end-users visited their physician who
adapted their antihypertensive therapy.
d. Reminders were seen as a big advantage to the system by end-users.
e. Properly adapted alarms could be very beneficial to the health of a person using such monitoring.
Remaining problems and challenges for the future development:
a. Mobile phone could be better adapted for the elderly: most symbols and all the writings are too small
for the elderly, reaction time on the smart phone should adapted for the elderly (who have slower
reflexes due to physiological changes connected to ageing) in a way that would enable them to click
one time without opening more things at one time or preventing them from not getting reaction at all.
Operation system on the phone should be simple to use, enabling elderly not to get lost and
application should be easy to find.
b. Application could be better adapted for the elderly: design could be more user friendly and better
adapted for the elderly (who need simple and clear design that enables them easy navigation and
letters and symbols that are big and clear enough for them to see and understand – due to visual
impairments and possible mild cognitive decline).
c. Application should enable elderly to see the measurements taken at the time clearly on the screen –
real time or better at time of transmission. That way they would have confirmation of the
transmission and possibility to read the last value one more time at their own pace.
d. Design and path to the history of the measurements could be improved.
e. It would be better if the mobile phone battery would last longer (because of the constant connection
between the phone and devices, battery lasts for a very short time). Mobile phone battery might last
longer if the system wouldn’t be transmitting all the time but in the intervals.
f. Alarms and reminders should be optimized and have a lot of potential for further development: end
user should be able to turn them off with one click. It would be good if it would be clearly written (for
example with big, clear message on the screen) what is the problem and what is a suggested
response to the problem. Going a bit over the scope of the project, but it would be good to have a
possibility to send those alerts and reminders to a chosen relative or caretaker (enabling him to know
what is going on and to take necessary steps if necessary).
g. Stability of the system could be improved: it still happens that data is not transferred either from
device to phone of from phone to server, that system is shutting down, etc.
h. Voice confirming the data transmission and alarms is to high pitched. Many elderly are unable (due
to physiological changes of the ear and consequently hearing) to hear high pitched voices. Upon
transmission there should be clear message in their native language telling them that data is
transferred. It would be good if the alarm sound could be chosen by end-users (enabling them to
tailor it to their liking and needs).
i. It should be possible for more people to use one device.
The trial was supervised by a qualified physician who has raised several issues regarding the alerts for the
health parameters. She emphasized that alerts are problematic from medical and psychological perspective
and should be handled with outmost care. When we are talking about high blood pressure one time value
doesn’t signify much (even when it is very high) and alarm only serves to frighten the end user causing
unnecessary distress, potential for even higher blood pressure (normal human reaction to stress) and
unnecessary visit to the emergency department. The way to correct that would be to set alarm in a way that it
would only advise person to sit down and take measurement again in 5-10 min time in case of very high
pressure. If the high blood pressure would still preserve it would advise usage of regular medication (if enduser uses it) or visit of the doctor. The other case in which alarm would be useful would be if the system
would recognize problems with blood pressure over longer period of time (1-2 weeks). There should be also
possibility to set the low pressure alarm (that would warn person in case of really low pressure, but again it
should be accompanied with the written instructions how to proceed). We don’t want to scare the end-users
with the alarms, but help them! When setting the weight alarm borders there is no use for grams, since we
are never interested in gram changes with grown-up people. Beside we should be very careful in setting the
weight alarms. A reminder of trend would be more appropriate in that case. When talking about oximetry
setting of the upper border lever doesn’t make sense (except for COPD patients, but I wouldn’t advise
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alarms in their cases), on the other hand it is very useful for the minimum levels (since saturation is direct
marker of the pulmonary status).
Conclusions
The health monitoring system has a lot of potential for home monitoring. It could enable people to take better
care of themselves and to get the right care at the right time more often. When thinking over the state of the
art it could at some point also include informal caretakers and relatives in the care for their loved ones by
supplying them with health information, especially information that needs immediate attention or reaction. Of
course there are some adaptations that should still be made, but those obstacles are not unmanageable and
we believe that it is only a matter of time before the solutions will be implemented.

12 Home monitoring trials
12.1 Trials scenarios
This section details the scenarios prepared for the home monitoring testing based on the available hardware
and software specifications.
1. Contact switch – will be placed on the window, fridge or door (e.g. bathroom).
•

Window switch will indicate if the user is regularly opening the window to ventilate the air in
his/her living premises. It is known that elderly people often neglect to do this although it is
important for their health. The use case scenario is as follows:

-

install the contact switch at the window(s) which the user is indicating;

-

register a daily reminder in the calendar for the user to open the window;

-

if the reminder is not acknowledged by the user, then an email will be send to the caregiver;

-

the caregiver will contact the caretaker to remind him to ventilate his house.

Alternatively:
-

install the contact switch at the fridge door which the user is indicating;

-

Fridge switch will indicate to the caregiver that the caretaker is regularly feeding himself. If there are
too few or none measurements indicating an open status of the fridge appears during a day then it
means that the user is not eating.

-

the caregiver checks in the end of a day how many times the caretaker has opened the fridge. If the
opening events are too few the caregiver will contact the user to check what is wrong.

-

optional: caregiver registers a reminder for the caretaker in the beginning of the day to encourage
healthy and regular eating.

2. Motion sensor – will be placed in the bathroom or kitchen to indicate if the user is spending time in the
kitchen for preparing meals and eating and to indicate how often and long the user is spending time in the
bathroom. The latter can indicate, in case of too frequent use, a problem such as urinary tract infection,
hyperglycemia in diabetic patients, etc.
Use case scenario 1:
-

motion sensor will be installed in the kitchen or in the bathroom

-

the caregiver will check from the interface a log of the times the user has visited the premises.

-

in case of abnormal behavior, the caregiver will contact the caretaker.

Use case scenario 2:
-

correlate the opening of the fridge with the movement in the kitchen by plotting the measurement
values in the NITICS interface
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-

observe if the opening of the fridge is matching the time of movement in the kitchen. This is an
indication that the user did not only open the fridge but she/he has also retrieved food which was
used for preparing a meal.

3. Water sensor – will be placed in premises with high risk of water leakage, e.g. kitchen or bathroom.
Considering the very low probability of having a flood during the trials, the use case scenario used in the trial
will be rather a test scenario. The caretaker will be asked to put the sensor in a container with water upon a
reminder from the system. The information collected on the NITICS server will be checked by the caregiver
or end-user organization.
4. Smoke sensor – will be placed in premises with high risk of fire, e.g. kitchen. Considering the very low
probability of having a fire during the trials, the use case scenario used in the trial will be rather a test
scenario, as in the case of the water sensor. The caretaker will be asked to put the sensor next to a smoke
source upon a reminder from the system. The information collected on the NITICS server will be checked by
the caregiver or end-user organization.
5. Switches – will be placed in electrical plugs which can benefit from remote control by the caregiver or
caretaker. For example, washing machine, light, oven.
-

The caregiver will put a reminder to the caretaker in the end of the day to check from the NITICS
interface if the plug is off.

-

The caretaker has to acknowledge the reminder and perform the action.

-

In case that the caretaker has not acknowledged the reminder, then the caregiver will receive an
email from the NITICS platform and will contact the caretaker.

12.2 Trials in Romania
The home monitoring field trials were performed in Romania for 10 days with primary users (2 users)
between 10.11.2015 and 20.11.2015 and for three more additional days with both primary and secondary (1
user) users. The goal was to test the usability and acceptability of the home monitoring module of the
NITICS platform.
Two elderly users (85 and 86 years old) living in the same premises have volunteered for the trials. They
were already familiar with the health, reminder and alerts modules of the NITICS platform. The following
devices were deployed by a CITST member at the premises of the users:
-

ECLEXYS gateway

-

Contact sensor

-

Movement sensor

-

Water sensor

-

Smoke sensor

-

Sound alarm/siren

The devices were already registered in the user profiles on the NITICS interface. The registration and testing
was done by EXYS and subsequently testing was done also by CITST. The sensors were installed such as
to perform the scenarios described in the previous section. The installation of the setup proved in general
easy and the CITST team has encountered only two obstacles:
1. The apartment of the users was particularly large and the gateway was not able to communicate with
the internet router from all places of the house.
2. The installation of the contact sensors on metallic surfaces, e.g. refrigerator door, turned out to make
the sensor inactive because the sensor acts through a magnetic field which was closing through the
metallic surface. Therefore, the contact sensors had to be installed on a plastic margin of the
refrigerator door.
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Once the gateway and sensors were in installed the whole setup proved to be very reliable and it has been
running (registering and transmitting date to the server) without any interruption for the full time of the trial.
As described in the previous section, the water and smoke detection sensors were only tested by the users
following a reminder registered by a CITST member in the NITICS interface. After receiving the reminder one
of the users has put the water sensor in a bucket of water and has put the smoke sensor next to a burning
cigarette. The CITST team has observed that the NITICS interface has reported a value of 1 for both
sensors. However, further software implementation is needed such that the platform triggers the siren upon
receiving a positive value from the interface. As noted also by the user without a powerful sound alarm the
water and smoke sensors integrated in the platform are not so useful.
The most interesting and useful results originate from the contact and motion sensors. As described above
the motion sensor was placed in the kitchen to detect if the user goes to the kitchen to potentially eat after
opening the refrigerator. The data registered by the two sensors proved that in general the pattern was
indeed that the use of the refrigerator was in general coupled with the presence of the users in the kitchen.
This can be seen when comparing the time stamp of the measurements in Figure 8 and Figure 9.

Figure 9. Motion in the kitchen.

Figure 8. Refrigerator opening.

Also, we were able to identify a certain eating pattern of the users. One of the users was usually waking up
at around 6 in the morning and passing by the refrigerator and sometimes he also went in the kitchen. The
fridge and the kitchen were then accessed again around 10 o’clock on most of the days. We interviewed the
users and found out that the husband was the one generally waking up early in the morning and the wife
around 9-10 a.m. Both users had generally lunch together around 3-4 p.m. and then again 8 p.m.
The elderly users themselves expressed their content in the end of the trials regarding the low maintenances
and intrusion of the devices in their lives. Unlike with the health devices the elderly users did not see a direct
usefulness of the sensors in their lives. However, the CITST team acting has also discussed with the
informal caregiver of the two elderly persons. Their son recognized that the data provided by the platform
would be very useful for him to follow the fact that especially his mother is eating properly. She has had
lately some dental problems and he suspected that she avoided eating on the days when she was in pain.
Consequently, the caregiver was also included in the trial and he has followed the NITICS recorded data for
3 more days. In the end of the trials he said that:
- the platform has functioned very reliable
- there was no work required from his side
- he has found the provided data very useful for his own peace of mind
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Asked if he would invest in the home monitoring module of the platform the caregiver’s answer was very
positive. He added that he would have liked to also have a fall detection sensor added to the whole setup
such as to be completely at ease.

12.3 Trials in Slovenia
The home monitoring field trials were performed in Slovenia for 4 weeks (October-November 2015) within an
office environment. We decided to test the system among the secondary users, caregivers, administrators
and staff because of the instability of the system at the time of the beginning of the trial. The goal was to test
the usability and acceptability of the home monitoring module of the NITICS platform.
1.
The installation of the setup was performed in 5 different rooms in the premises (3 offices, kitchen,
hallway).
2.

The transmitting of the data from the devices to the gateway was operating.

3.

The issues encountered were mainly with the transmission of the data from the gateway to the server.
a.

The data was not visible on the NITICS platform.

b.

The MKS team had no tool to check if the data is being transmitted to the server.

c.
During the trial several improvements were done but were to a certain level unreliable and
needed further improvements.
4.
As reported from other partners the issue to be addressed with this module was on the interface side.
The performed trials were limited in scenarios due to the lack of functionality.
5.
At the end of the trial the above-mentioned issues were improved and the transmitting of data was
possible and the data was displayed and visible on the platform user profile.
6.
The devices and the gateway were operating during the entire field trial process as well as the
transmitting of the data to the server.

12.4 Conclusions
The home monitoring module of the NITICS platform was well received during the trials, especially after
improving initially reported issues. Deployment and usability are not difficult but the functionalities on the
interface side need further improvement in order to reach a close to commercial phase.

13 Fall detection trials
The tests and trials were performed during May-June 2015 under laboratory premises and then in October
2015 with end-users.

13.1 General presentation
The fall detection module is part of the UWB positioning system whose architecture is presented in Figure
10.
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Figure 10. Positioning system architecture.
A system tag is equipped with MEMS sensors (three-axis accelerometer and atmospheric pressure meter).
The data from the sensors is transferred to the LNS Gateway over UWB and WiFi. Packets are transmitted
every 160 miliseconds. Each packet contains information on the atmospheric pressure measurement and
five sets of accelerometer results (acceleration vector components measured in three orthogonal axis). The
results obtained from the sensors are processed in the Gateway in order to check if fall detection conditions
occur.
The localization data are not used in fall detection algorithm. Therefore, the number of deployed sensor
nodes can be smaller than the number required for position determination. Their locations should be chosen
such as to provide maximum system coverage (maximum probability of tag's signal reception).
The fall detection tests were performed in order to achieve the following goals:
• verification of the fall detection algorithm proposed in deliverable D5.3,

1

• checking the influence of the place of sensors attachment to the body,
• verification of the chosen signal acquisition technique,
• investigation of the system coverage in a typical flat scenario.

13.2 Test arrangement
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13.2.1 Test system architecture
Testing of a fall detection algorithm is a difficult task because in real life falls occur very seldom. For obvious
reasons carrying out fall detection tests was not possible with elderly persons. The test idea consisted in
2
utilization of Randy rescue manikin. The manikin parameters (66 kg weight and 180 cm height) are similar
to the human ones. Due to articulated joints and weight distribution according to the human weight
distribution chart, its behaviour during the fall is similar to human's. The manikin was equipped with three
tags attached to different parts of its body. The tags were a part of the measurement system presented in
Figure 11.

Figure 11. Measurement system and location of sensors.
During the tests tags were attached to the belt at waist level, to the wrist strap and around the manikin's
neck. This allows parallel data recording tags operated in different UWB channels. Positioning system nodes
were used as receivers. All nodes are equipped with a USB interface, so their direct connection to the
computers was possible. A Windows application intended for data recording (especially developed for falling
detection testing) was run on all computers.

13.2.2 Test procedure
The test procedure started by bringing the manikin to the standing position. The manikin was equipped with
a harness. An electric winch was used for carrying the manikin. The harness was fasten to the winch's hook
with the loop of polyamide cord (Figure 12).
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Figure 12. The manikin at the test stand.
The polyamide cord was a part of the manikin's release mechanism. Each test started with burning out the
cord with a soldering iron. The solution is easier than using mechanic release devices. Moreover, it does not
introduces additional forces in the horizontal plane which could have impact on the manikin's behaviour
during fall.
The test procedure consisted in recording the parameters during the manikin fall. For example, the changes
in the magnitude of the acceleration vector components and atmospheric pressure during one fall are shown
in Figure 13, acceleration vector magnitude is presented in Figure 14.
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Figure 13. Acceleration vector components
magnitudes and atmospheric pressure changes
during the fall.
At the beginning of the fall a small acceleration peak can be observed. It is caused by the manikin release
mechanism (breaking of the polyamide cord) and will not be observed during real falls. Next, the manikin
body slowly accelerates until its contact with the floor. The hit results in acceleration peaks. In parallel, the
recorded atmospheric pressure increases.

13.2.3 Improved fall detection algorithm
The results of the tests allow for modification of the fall detection algorithm proposed in [D5.3]. The resulting
fall detection algorithm is based on the following measurement information:
• slow decrease in acceleration magnitude in the first phase of falling (free-fall),
• increase in atmospheric pressure,
• peaks in acceleration after slow decrease period.
A positive fall detection decision is made if all above conditions are fulfilled. The algorithm starts by
calculating the cross correlation of the recorded acceleration vector magnitude samples with the assumed
pattern. The peak correlation value corresponds to the moment when the first phase of the fall (free fall) has
finished. These steps of algorithm are shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 15. Cross correlation of acceleration vector magnitude recorded during the fall and proposed
pattern.
Next, the atmospheric pressure behaviour is verified. During the fall, an increase in pressure should be
observed. The last step consists in searching for acceleration peaks that should be present after the free fall
phase. The peak acceleration detection threshold was set to 2g. It corresponds to the peak acceleration
values recorded during the tests with the manikin (they were usually bigger than 2g).

13.3 Fall detection algorithm tests
13.3.1 Data acquisition parameters
The first tests had to check if the assumed rate of acceleration measurements was sufficient for the reliable
reconstruction of acceleration changes. In order to compare results for different acceleration sampling rates,
two tags were attached close together to the manikin's belt. The first one was operating in standard system
conditions (i.e. sampling period equal to 32 ms), while in the second one the sampling frequency was
doubled. An example plot of the acceleration vector magnitude versus time corresponding to two sampling
periods is presented in Figure 16.
In case of the 16 ms sampling period the higher peaks are the result of a higher bandwidth of the sensor's
internal low pass filter, which processes analogue sensor signal. The decrease in sampling rate is
automatically followed by a limiting signal bandwidth. In spite of the narrower filter the main peaks are
reconstructed correctly.
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Figure 16. Acceleration vector magnitude versus time graphs corresponding to two sampling
periods.
The accelerometer sampling rate has impact on the positioning system performance because a larger
number of results requires more processing power in the gateway. Moreover, the energy consumption in the
tag increases because the implementation of longer packets or more frequent data transmission is needed.
Therefore, we have chose the 32 ms accelerometer sampling period which ensures sufficient accuracy in
acceleration changes reconstruction and sufficient localization rate (6 locations per second).

13.3.2 Influence of the tag attachment position/place
Wearing a tag is not comfortable for the elderly person. Therefore, we studied the impact of the tag
attachment place on the recorded results. During the experiments the tag was fastened to the:
•

belt,

•

neck strap (lanyard),

•

elastic wrist strap with velcro.

Examples of acceleration vector magnitude graphs recorded with three tags during the same fall are shown
in Figure 17.
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Figure 17. Acceleration vector magnitude graphs recorded for three tag positions.
Following these experiments we concluded the following. Results from the tag mounted on the lanyard are
not trustworthy. The experiments have shown that acceleration recorded with the 'lanyard' tag also reaches
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Figure 18. Acceleration vector magnitude graphs recorded for different tag positions.

13.3.3 Comparison of acceleration parameters
In order to check the proposed algorithm a few tens of falls from standing and kneeling positions have been
recorded. Although all falls are different, i.e. manikin falls in various directions, the acceleration changes are
similar. Synchronized twenty acceleration vector magnitude graphs are presented in Figure 19 and Figure
20. Measurements have been made for tags fastened to the belt and wrist strip. The maximum cross
correlation value between the recorded signal and the pattern described in section 1.2.3 was used for
synchronization.
The main difference is the lack of acceleration peaks before the third second of movement. A short jerk
caused by the breaking polyamide cord propagates along the manikin body is more attenuated when it
reaches the manikin's wrist.
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Figure 19. Acceleration vector magnitude versus time for 20 falls (tag attached to the belt).
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Figure 20. Acceleration vector magnitude versus time for 20 falls (tag attached to the wrist strap).
Collected data have been analyzed in order to evaluate relation between acceleration vector magnitudes in
wrist and belt positions during the same falls. A set of points corresponding to results recorded in tests
described above are shown in Figure 21. Due to difference in the fall peak, the acceleration values also
differ. In some cases wrist accelerations were bigger than values recorded at the belt position. The observed
acceleration magnitudes are in the range from 2g to 14g.
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Figure 21. Maximum values of acceleration vector magnitude graphs recorded for different tag
positions.

13.3.4 Fall detection algorithm evaluation
In order to verify the proposed algorithm two approaches have been applied. The first tests depended on the
verification of the algorithm reliability. Data sets containing acceleration and atmospheric pressure values
recorded during manikin falls were analyzed with the algorithm. All data recorded with tags attached to the
waist and wrist passed the test. In case of a tag attached to the lanyard in some cases the change of
acceleration did not follow the general rule.
Another test depended on investigation of false alert probabilities. Within the NITICS project a test campaign
3
aimed at gathering mobility data was carried out. Tests depended on gathering with system tags,
acceleration and atmospheric pressure values during elderly persons every day activities. Five measurement
sessions with participation of different elderly persons were conducted. Each session lasted several hours.
Data gathered during sessions were analyzed with the fall detection algorithm. False alerts were not
observed.

13.3.5 System coverage investigation
The objective of the system coverage test was the evaluation of the coverage in a typical small flat scenario
(flats areas were lower than 65 square meters). Five anchors were distributed in the flat, the tag was
attached to the belt worn by the person. During the random walk the system recorded all packets that
reached particular anchor nodes. Each test consisted of three passes along different routes.
Exemplary results recorded in two flats (A and B) are presented in Figure 22 and Figure 23.
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During the tests only one anchor received less than 70 percent of packets transmitted by the tag. The best
reception results are close to 100%. Results have shown that the system coverage depends on node
placement, so the nodes deployment should be preceded by preliminary tests.
Data recorded during the tests were analyzed in order to find statistics describing number of simultaneous
packet receptions by groups of nodes. Results of analysis are presented in Figure 24 and Figure 25.
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In the majority of cases the transmitted packet was received by all five nodes. Packet loss was not observed.

13.4 Conclusions
The fall detection algorithm is embedded in the positioning subsystem included in the NITICS platform.
However the fall detection system can be deployed as stand alone together with several anchor nodes.
The fall detection system reliability is influenced by radio coverage and by the efficiency of fall detection
algorithm. The performed tests have shown that the proposed solution is able to provide reliable
transmission in typical indoor conditions.
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The algorithm tests proved that it is able to detect the fall from standing and kneeling position. The algorithm
was used for analysis of data gathered during long term elderly person monitoring. It did not trigger false
alerts during every day elderly person activity.

14 Indoor localization trials
The tests for the indoor localisation module were performed during May-June 2015 while field trials in real
living premises took place in October 2015.
The indoor localization module was developed during the NITICS project almost from scratch because
commercially available systems were just starting to emerge at the beginning of the project. Consequently,
the developed module was tested first for functionality and then in real user environments:
•

positioning system investigation; these tests are mainly focused on positioning accuracy in different
propagation conditions,

•

investigation of algorithms used for processing results obtained from positioning system (e.g. algorithm
for detection of room occupied by the person), these algorithms can be perceived as basic blocks
delivering data needed for behaviour/mobility evaluation,

•

tests of the system in real environment (i.e. in the elderly person's home).

14.1 System description
14.1.1 System architecture
The positioning system architecture used during the tests is shown in Figure 26. Three segments can be
distinguished – user-worn equipment (tag), system infrastructure (anchor nodes and reference node) and
control back-end (WiFi router and system controller).
The tag acts as an UWB transmitter. Packets sent by the tag are received by anchor nodes and the
reference node. Anchor nodes measure time of arrival of the packet. The reference node waits 10 ms after
the reception of the data and then sends its own packet, which is received by the anchor nodes, which are
measuring its time of arrival. Data gathered by the anchor nodes is then sent over the WiFi interface to the
system controller, where position calculation is done.

Figure 26. Test system configuration.
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Apart from UWB transmitter, the tag is also equipped with the MEMS sensors, which are used to gather data
on acceleration and atmospheric pressure, which are transmitted within the packet. They can be used as
information support for position calculations.
Anchor nodes have two main roles – they measure time of arrival of packets coming from the tag and the
reference node and they gathered MEMS’ data transmitted by the tag and resend it along with timemeasurement results over the WiFi interface to the system controller.
System controller is basically a properly configured PC with two NITICS applications installed:
•

monitoring application used for system installation and gathering of diagnostic and transmitted data
for further analysis,

•

positioning application used for both real-time and post-processing position visualization.

14.1.2 System software
As mentioned, in order to carry out tests two application were developed.
System deployment in a new venue is complex process and needs thorough planning. It should be done in
such way to provide communication between tag, reference node and at least four anchor nodes in every
possible location within the deployment location. It is necessary for proper position calculation.
System Monitor application has been developed to make deployment process easier. It has functionalities
related to both UWB and WiFI interface diagnostics and a possibility to gather all data transmitted in the
UWB subsystem.
A WiFi communication tab is shown in Figure 27. It allows user to check which anchor nodes are attached to
router and what are SQNs of the received packets. Those information can be used to determine which nodes
are active. What is more, user can store all received data (calculated TDOAa and MEMS data
independently) on the local drive for further analysis.

Figure 27. System Monitor - WiFi communication tab.
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In Figure 28 a UWB coverage monitor tab has been presented. It is used for UWB interface diagnostics.
Information on strength of the UWB signal received by the anchors can be seen there. In current system
version up to eight anchors are supported.
As anchors are receiving signals from both the tag and the reference node, it can be chosen which source is
monitored (Measured signal source field on the right side of the Figure 28).
Information on three parameters is provided:
•

FP – the first path component power, expressed in dBm,

•

TP – the total power of the received signal, expressed in dBm,

•

N – noise level estimation, dimensionless value, provided by the DW1000 chip.

Figure 28. System Monitor - UWB coverage tab.
The second application developed for the NITICS positioning subsystem is Position Visualization
application. It is used for determination of the tag position based on results of the measurements received
from the anchor nodes. Application’s main windows is shown in Figure 29.
User has to provide plan of the site where positioning system is deployed, which is then presented in the
application’s main window (as seen in Figure 29). When application is running it gathers all received data
and saves it to set of text files, which can be later accessed for analysis.
Position Visualization application can be run in two different operation modes. First of them is real-time mode
where data received over the WiFi interface is systematically processed and position is immediately
visualized on the screen. All calculated data is also stored on the local drive an can be analyzed
independently.
Second operation mode is post-processing. It is used for visualization of previously recorded data.
Measurement data is read line by line and position is systematically calculated and visualized (as it is done
in real-time mode). It can be useful for mobility-models analysis and pattern creation.
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Figure 29. Position Visualisation application.

14.1.3 System development
The system deployment is a time consuming task. The process includes following phases:
1. Preparation of the test site plan - the plan was based on measurements carried out with the laser
distance meter, room coordinates were entered and stored in files used by positioning application.
2. Planning of anchor and reference nodes location - the anchor node should be located in the
central part of the site, anchor nodes were distributes across the rooms, they should be located
close to external rooms walls. The WiFi router location was less important due to higher WiFi signals
power.
3. Switching on the system - all nodes were connected to the LiIon supplying units. The capacity of
batteries is sufficient for 12 hour system operation. In a normal system deployment all nodes should
be powered from flat mains network. The battery supply was used because the it was assumed that
the system infrastructure will be autonomous as much as possible (i.e. it will not be connected to
other power supply sources).
4. Verification of node locations - the application supporting system deployment was used for this
purpose. After switching the tag the allocation of IP numbers to particular anchors and transfer of
data from nodes were verified. Moreover signal levels received by particular nodes were checked. In
case of communication problems the anchors locations were changed
5. Entering anchors coordinates - the last phase of system preparation consist in measuring anchor
node coordinates and entering them to the configuration files.
After successful system preparation the positioning application can be started, the tag can be attached to the
monitored person belt and switched on.
The test system was deployed in five locations: hall and laboratory rooms at Warsaw University of
Technology and three flats in Warsaw and Cracow. The following criteria were used for test sites choice:
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•
•

layout and size of rooms,
materials used for building construction:

The plans of chosen test sites are shown in Figure 30 to Figure 33. The first one is a laboratory at the
Faculty of Electronics and Information Technology, Warsaw University of Technology. The rooms are
equipped with laboratory equipment and metal cabinets, so the propagation environment is very challenging.
On the other side the room layout is very simple. The walls between rooms and corridor are constructed from
concrete bricks and glass.

Figure 30. Plan of laboratory rooms.
The rest of tests were carried out in flats. Flat A presented in Figure 31 is a modern flat built of autoclaved
cellular concrete. This construction material introduces relatively small signal attenuation.

Figure 31. Flat A layout.
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Flat B and C are composed of small rooms (Figure 32 and Figure 33). It is an example of the panel building
constructed of pre-fabricated, pre-stressed concrete. Flat C has more traditional construction, it is built of
concrete and bricks.

Figure 32. Flat B layout.

Figure 33. Flat C layout.

14.2 Tests and trials in static conditions
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14.2.1 Scenarios
Static tests were carried out in three sites: laboratory room and then in flat A and flat B. The test procedure
consisted in placing the tag on the tripod at different test points and recording a few hundred of
measurements at each location. The following measures were chosen to evaluate achieved accuracy and
precision.
Positioning error is characterized by the distance between test point and the point corresponding to median x
and y coordinate values. Circular Error Probability (CEP) referring to the radius of a circle in which assumed
percentage of results is located was chosen as a precision measure. The 68% and 95% values were used
for CEP calculation.

14.2.2 Results
Results of positioning are presented on the rooms plan. Calculated locations are marked with green small
circles. Red diamonds corresponding to test points are linked with points corresponding to median positions
(coordinates are equal to median x and y values). Positioning error (in meters) is shown on the yellow
background. CEP values (also expressed in meters) are presented on blue background. Figures Figure 34
Figure 39 show the results obtained in laboratory rooms and both flats.
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Figure 34. Positioning errors and CEPs at test points (laboratory rooms).
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Figure 35. Positioning errors and CEPs at particular test points (laboratory rooms).
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Figure 36. Positioning errors and CEPs (flat A).
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Figure 37. Positioning errors and CEPs at particular test points (flat A).
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Figure 38. Positioning errors and CEPs at particular test points (flat B).
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Figure 39. Positioning errors and CEPs at particular test points (flat B).
The system accuracy depends on test environment. In both flats the accuracy was better than one meter, in
smaller flat better than 60 cm. It can be explained by bigger anchor nodes density and better propagation
environment (less rooms and walls, building material easier to penetrate by radio waves).
Propagation problems has also significant impact on the localization precision. CEP values are bigger in
case of flat B.
In laboratory rooms excellent accuracy was obtained in the center room. In the left room results are worse
because only two anchor nodes are located in the room, the rest of nodes receive node signals through the
walls (double bricks). Moreover there are a few bookshelves mounted on the wall between rooms. Therefore
the reflected signals reach nodes in other rooms. It is worth to note that in the left room positioning precision
is very good (better than in flat B) what confirms that signal levels that reached the anchors had levels
sufficient to be correctly received.

14.3 Tests and trials in dynamic conditions
14.3.1 Test scenarios
Test in dynamic conditions depended on verification of the route passed by the tag. The first tests consisted
in verification of tracking accuracy in laboratory conditions. The trials were carried out in flats and were also
indicative for the capability of the system to show the correct tracks during monitored person movements
(e.g. if the found route does not go through the walls between rooms).

14.3.2 Results
The first test was performed in the hall of Electronics and Information Technology Faculty building. The tag
was attached to the trolley which moved along predefined path. Exemplary results of one pass are shown in
Figure xx15. The predefine route is marked with green color, the red circles correspond to five anchor nodes
used in the test.
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Figure 40. Positioning results - the tag attached to a trolley.
Results obtained during test are worse than static measurements. The precision of localization is acceptable
(Extended Kalman Filter used in positioning algorithm smoothed the trajectory), but accuracy is worse. In
some cases errors are greater than 1m.
The measured TDOAs are strongly influenced by signal propagation conditions. The NLOS propagation is a
common source of TDOA errors and thus errors in localization. In case of most erronous results (on the left
hand side of the route) the most distance nodes were obscured by walls and they measured reflected
signals. The obtained results show also the great influence of anchors configuration on the positioning
accuracy.
Figure 41and Figure 42 show exemplary tracks recorded during tests in flat A and B respectively. Red
points correspond to raw positioning results, the green ones correspond to averaged results.
In case of the test performed in the flat A the person carrying the tag passed the same way. The tracks are
not the same because movement in the other direction resulted in different tag's signal propagation
conditions and it has impact on tracking results. Moreover averaging introduces "inertia" to the results, so the
calculated route depend on previous results.
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Figure 41. Exemplary movement trajectory (flat A).
The path shown in Figure 42 corresponds to real movement. Some points in the room_3 are located outside
the flat layout. These points ale located outside the area covered by the system.

Figure 42. Exemplary movement trajectory (flat B).
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14.3.3 Occupancy tests
The system application is equipped with an algorithms for room occupancy measurement. This functionality
can be used for occupancy analysis. The panel in Figure 43 shows currents statistics expressed in a number
of positions recorded in particular rooms. Moreover every ten minutes statistics are appended to file.
In difficult propagation conditions the calculated coordinates correspond to location lying outside the flat.
Such measurements are allocated to category 'other'.

Figure 43. Current room occupancy panel.
An exemplary graph showing room occupancy recorded during six-hour session is shown in Figure x19.

Figure 44. Exemplary graph of room occupancy measured in (flat B).

14.4 Conclusions
The developed positioning system was tested in laboratory conditions and in three flats.
The first group of tests consisted in evaluation of system accuracy and precision in different propagation
conditions. The obtained results demonstrate that quality of positioning results depends not only on the
availability of signals, but the quality of these signals also plays an important role. The use of radio signals
gives opportunity for placing anchor nodes in different rooms. Therefore in most tests the system worked in
NLOS (Non Line Of Sight) conditions. In such case, the signal traveled along different paths, penetrated
through walls, and underwent multiple reflections, refractions, and diffractions. All these phenomena greatly
affected the received signal and also positioning precision.
For example, in flat B the signal had to pass larger the bigger number of walls made of reinforced concrete.
The bigger signal attenuation resulted in worse precision. A significant shifts in obtained positions were
observed in cases where direct path components of transmitted signals were blocked e.g. by the mirrors (two
wardrobes with doors fitted with large mirrors were installed in flat B).
Another factor having impact on system performance is location of anchor nodes. Their location was a
compromise between requirements resulting from localization algorithm needs and flat interior design.
The obtained position accuracy allows for evaluation of room occupancy, but it is not sufficient for analysis of
passed tracks. Therefore tests of route patterns (the proposed behaviour evaluation measure) were not
carried out.
The tests allow for verification of the system operation in real conditions (i.e. an elderly person was wearing
the tag). From the elderly person point of view the system usage is not difficult. It requires only switching on
the tag and attaching the tag to the belt or to the wrist strap.
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Although the system, due to its operation principle, does not require on-site calibration its deployment is not
an easy task. Proper installation requires experience and knowledge on positioning system operation and
on UWB signals propagation. The final deployment decisions should be preceded by preliminary tests. The
developed applications can be used for this purpose.
The system infrastructure was supplied from LiIon batteries. Their capacity was sufficient for 24 hour
operation. In case of long term tests continuous power supply should be provided. Current system
installation consisted of anchor nodes connected with cable to supply units. Longer tests would require more
discreet installation.
After installation the system did not pose problems with its operation. It provided reliable operation for the
test duration (several hours).
Generally during tests the elderly persons accepted the need for wearing the tag. It was mainly dictated by
curiosity and willingness to help in investigations. However we are afraid that longer system usage can
decrease level of acceptance. Attachment of the tag to clothes or shoes can solve this problem.

15 Conclusions
All modules of the NITICS platform have been tested during the trials: health monitoring, alerts and
reminders, home monitoring and automation, fall detection and indoor localization. The results of the trials
show that the NITICS platform is in general well accepted by both primary and secondary users. However, all
modules need some level of refinement to become commercially viable. Some of the modules need further
developments to make their function more stable and reliable while others need development on the data
analysis part in order to fully exploit their capabilities. In the following we are summarizing the main aspects
for all the modules tested during the field trials. It is important to note that in some cases several modules
were tested as a whole (health monitoring, alerts and reminders; fall and indoor localization) while in some
cases we tested individual modules as standalone parts. This was possible due to the modularity of the
platform which allows the future personalization of services for each user.
Health monitoring, alerts and reminders
Primary and secondary stakeholders were involved in evaluating the NITICS platform and associated
services within two field-trial rounds. First, a two week trial was organized in Poland (1 caretaker age 66 and
1 caregiver age 38), Romania (2 elderly 80+ living together in the same household) and Slovenia (4 endusers, i.e. 3 females and 1 male plus 1 person from MKS for support), with the purpose of identifying and
then rectifying problems of the health monitoring and reminder module when used in real-life settings. For
this purpose, the primary users considered for the selection in the trials were elderly having a background or
knowledge in IT, no major health issues and no high risks of developing an acute condition. The age limit
was also acceptable to be slightly below 60+ if the person was retired and interested to use the NITICS
platform. The number of targeted users was at least two for each of the countries. The trials were performed
under close supervision and with the involvement of the end-user organizations representatives.
During the two week field trials several technical and functional difficulties were encountered which came up
during a prolonged usage of the system, as opposed to previous tests performed in WP4 for short time under
the guidance of end-user organization representatives. This stresses the importance of real life extended
trials in validating the functionalities and stability/reliability of an ICT platform. The trials also evidenced
differences in perception and requirements in the different end-user countries. However, the number of users
involved was too low for drawing any conclusive results. Nevertheless, based also on previous observations
in the tests and demonstration of the NITICS platform with WP4, we can say that both background and age
(above 80 yrs) are important factors in the acceptance and usage of ICT solutions by elderly users.
The two weeks trials were followed, after rectification of the encountered problems, by more extensive trials.
In the field trials in Poland there were 14 participants. 12 senior caretakers age 60-78, 6 men and 8 women
and 2 caregivers age 37-60. Testers involved live in Warsaw and in small towns in Mazovia region (central
Poland). Some of them have a university degree. Most of them use computers and tablets on a daily basis.
Primary stakeholders found that the medical devices included in the NITICS platform mostly cover their daily
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needs. However, the price of devices was definitely too high in some cases. Users declared they would pay
maximum 50 Euros for some of the devices (blood pressure monitor, glucometer). The user-interface of the
NITICS platform was in general appreciated as difficult to use and many thought it to be more appropriate for
caregivers. Indeed, on the caregiver side, secondary users, they appreciated the fact that they didn’t have to
note down the results manually, that they had remote access to saved data and can manage the data and
prescriptions directly from their computers.
The field trials in Romania involved 12 primary users age 60+ and 4 informal caregivers. Out of the primary
users 7 were females and 5 males. All seniors living in large cities in Romania and 10 of them have a
university degree. Out of the 12 caretakers, 5 of them don’t use smartphones or computers on a regular
basis. 2 seniors were living alone, 2 with a child relative and the rest with a spouse. In the elderly couples
both members participated in the field trials such that we tests parallel usage of the NITICS interface. Also in
Romania, primary stakeholders, found the devices adequate for their needs but the interface difficult to use.
All users were of the opinion that the system is not reliable enough and that they needed constant help to
make it work. Several users tried to restart the tablet by themselves but also this did not always solve the
problem. On the other hand, all caregivers found the setup of the system easy and two expressed the need
of having a user manual to help with the usage of the system after setup. In this respect, one caregiver
suggested an online help manual. No extra work was declared by the caregivers in monitoring the health
except for the caregiver who had to regularly take the glucose measurements because the senior was not
able to use a different device than her current one. The set prepared for the trials was well adapted to the
needs of the average senior users. One caregiver suggested an electronic pill box to be added to the
system.
Field trials in Slovenia involved the following primary stakeholders: 17 participants, 5 males and 12 females.
The trials were conducted for 2 weeks by each participant. In general, participants reported good experience
with the new technology and appliances. They did not feel that measurements are providing them more
work. Working of appliances was reliable in their opinion. The main problem that was mentioned by
participants was that the server did not receive measurement values. Some participants answered that
appliance that could be involved in measurement is glucose level measurement. In general, caretakers were
interested in using this service in the future. They are mostly willing to pay less than 10 Euros for a month.
They were not concerned about the confidentiality of their own data or their patient data. Negative feedback:
more stable appliances (these were deteriorated), nothing, sometimes it doesn't work and you don't know
how to go on or what to do about it, the last day telephone or application did not work, visibility of blood
pressure monitor, simpler activation, Certainty of value transfer. Rapidly discharged telephone battery.
The reminder and alert module of the NITICS platform was very interesting for the user. However, the
general consensus was that graphical alerts on the tablet or emails send for reminding an event are not
appropriate for elderly people. A sound alert is what all users would have preferred and because of this,
implementation of such functionality was prioritized by the SIE partner in the next refinement stages of the
platform.
Home monitoring
The home monitoring trials were performed in Romania and Slovenia during October and November 2015.
During the trials the module integrated by EXYS and SPH were deployed and tested by CITST and MKS.
The following devices are part of the home monitoring module of the NITICS platform: ECLEXYS gateway,
contact sensor, movement sensor, water sensor, smoke sensor, sound alarm/siren. The trials started first in
Slovenia and led to refinement and stabilization of the functionalities. Subsequent trials in Romania
evidenced that, once the gateway and sensors were in installed the whole setup proved to be very reliable
and has been running (registering and transmitting date to the server) without any interruption for the full
time of the trial. The elderly users themselves expressed their content in the end of the trials regarding the
low maintenances and intrusion of the devices in their lives. Unlike with the health devices the elderly users
did not see a direct usefulness of the sensors in their lives. However, the caregiver who was also included in
the trials found the home monitoring module to be very useful as well as reliable and easy to operate. Asked
if he would invest in the home monitoring module of the platform the caregiver’s answer was very positive.
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Fall detection
Given the low probability of positive alerts from a fall alarm during the field trials, the NITICS module for fall
detection was extensively tested under laboratory conditions with the use of a dummy manikin.
Subsequently, the module was also tested in home environments. The tests showed that the proposed
NITICS solution is able to provide reliable transmission in typical indoor conditions. The tests proved that the
module is able to detect the fall from standing and kneeling position. The module was used for analysis of
data gathered during long term elderly person monitoring were It did not trigger false alerts during every day
elderly person activity.
Indoor localization
The developed positioning system was tested in laboratory conditions and in three flats. Although the
system, due to its operation principle, does not require on-site calibration its deployment is not an easy task.
Proper installation requires experience and knowledge on positioning system operation and on UWB signals
propagation. The final deployment decisions should be preceded by preliminary tests. The developed
applications can be used for this purpose. After installation the system did not pose problems with its
operation. It provided reliable operation for the test duration (several hours). From the elderly person point of
view the system usage is not difficult. It requires only switching on the tag and attaching the tag to the belt or
to the wrist strap. Generally during tests the elderly persons accepted the need for wearing the tag. It was
mainly dictated by curiosity and willingness to help in investigations. However we are afraid that longer
system usage can decrease level of acceptance. Attachment of the tag to clothes or shoes can solve this
problem.

16 Annexes
16.1 Annex 1: consent agreement
Consent form for participation in Field Trials of the Networked InfrasTructure for Innovative home
Care Solutions (NITICS)
Purpose of this study
To test the NITICS platform and services in real-life settings at the premises of the primary end-users and
with the involvement of secondary end-users (formal and informal caregivers). The tests will be performed in
Poland, Romania and Slovenia under real-life conditions. These field trials will allow the testing and finetuning of the solution to the end-users needs, as well as collecting relevant inputs allowing to shape the
service and the related future business model.
Field trials procedure
For the health-monitoring at home module of the NITICS platform, the participants will be asked to take
scheduled measurements of their health parameters with the devices (up to five devices are available)
provided by the NITICS end-users organizations. The following devices will be available for the choice of the
participants: blood pressure monitoring devices, glucometer, oxymeter, thermometer and weight scale. The
participants will be asked to perform the measurements near a smart phone or tablet and to check on that
device the NITICS interface were their measurements are recorded over the entire duration of the trials.
Assessment procedure
Interview with the participants and structured questionnaire.
Participants requirements
Primary users (elderly 60+ or people with disabilities) and secondary users, both formal and informal
caregivers.
Duration and location
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The trials will be performed at the premises of the end-users. Each end-user will test the platform for 1-2
weeks or longer if agreed by all parties.
Risks
The risks and discomfort associated with participation in this study are no greater than those ordinarily
encountered in daily life or during the performance of routine physical tests. Infrastructure installation at the
premises will be done only with the consent of the participants and with no damage to the premises.
In order to avoid any dependency issues for the end-users involved in the trials, after the trial completion,
several exit possibilities will be presented to those participants who want to further benefit from the services
offered by the tested platform.
Compensation and Costs
Participation in this study is completely voluntary. The participation in this study is fully free of charge.
Confidentiality
Your personal data will be provided for analyses to other project partners only in an anonymous way. All
identifiers of the data will be removed before handing it over to other project partners. Maximum two persons
per site will have access to the relation between test participants and their identity in order to administer the
tests. Data from end-users, families and friends will not be available for third-parties. All data will be
discarded a year after the project is finalized.
End-users will have the right to inspect the data collected on them at any time and request their data to be
discarded and/or deleted.
Rights
Your participation is voluntary. You are free to stop your participation at any point. Refusal to participate or
withdrawal of your consent or discontinued participation in the study will not result in any penalty or loss of
benefits or rights to which you might otherwise be entitled.
Voluntary Consent
By signing below, you agree that the above information has been explained to you and all your current
questions have been answered. You understand that you may ask questions about any aspect of this study
during the course of the study and in the future. By signing this form, you agree to participate in this trial.
PARTICIPANT SIGNATURE

16.2 Annex 2: Structured questionnaire
Personal data
Gender

Female

Male

Age
Health status

Blood pressure

Diabetes

Asthma

Other
(specify below)

Other

Service related questions
After 2 weeks of usage, how easy to use you find the usage of the
entire service (reminders, measurements, checking of data)?
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Explain why

After 2 weeks of usage, how reliable you find the entire service?

reliable

neutral

unreliable

Yes

neutral

No

After a few weeks of utilization, how would you rate the improvement in
the quality of your health monitoring?

significant

none

worse

How interested are you to use this service permanently in life?

interested

neutral

not
interest

Explain why

Do you think that the system can be a good addition to your regular
health care?

Explain why

Explain why

Interface related questions
How easy do you find the usage of the interface?

easy

neutral

difficult

How fast were you able to use the interface without help?

1-2 days

1 wk

> 1 wks
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Is the design self-explanatory?

Yes

No

Are buttons and writing large enough for you to see?

Yes

No

Which additional functions (buttons, fields) would you need to have
implemented?
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